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Siporin Book
To Go on Sale

----

Plan Given Provisional OK
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"Siporin on Southern." a
collection of 50 of Mike Siporin's best cartoons, will go on
sale soon on the SIU campus.

The 36 - page hard-cover
book, a joint effort of the Sru-dent Activities Office and the
, Journalism Students Association, will consist of reprints

of cartoons which have appeared in the Daily Eygprian.
The book is being printed
at SIU's Priming Service, and
is expected to go on sale in
the University Center during
the latter part of March.
Siporin, who is worL..ing on
a Master of Fine Ans degree,
has drawn cartoon~ for the
Egyptian for the past three
years.
He
recently initiated a
weekly cartoon series, uThe
Adventures of Arch Hipster/'
which appears in the Egyptian
each Tuesday.
Siporin, from Glencoe, IIl.,
has had much of his work
shown in art shows on campus
and also at Hanover College in
.4Indiana.

CHICAGO--(AP)--A higher
education emphaSiS on development of commuter colleges
in popl'J.ation centers was

given

provisional

approval

Tuesday by the minols Board
of High Education.
This was a principal recommendation in a proposed
master plan for the future of
higher education in Illinois.
The plan stated:
"It he the policy of tbe state
for the nexr few years to meet
the needs for program expansion at the undergraduate level
primarily in commuter institurions, both two and fouryear. rather than at campuses
where Students must live away
from home."
The board's approval of the
plan is subject to change after
public hearings scheduled for
April and May in many parts
of the state.

Campuses Plan
Uniform GS Titles

',,:<~';...
A plan to standardize the
fUCTRICUNS' UNION PICf(f:TS UIIRARY
numbers and titles of General
Studies courseS ar the Carbondale
and
Edwardsville Electricians' Pay Dispute
campuses is under way. according to Amos Black, General Studies executive assisrant.
As it stands now, many
courses have different titles
and numbers though they
By Pat Morris
the Royal Electric Co. here,
cover the same course materConstruction activities a.: he said.
ial.
The
new
plan will Morris Library reached a virApproximately 43 men were
eliminate thiS,
tual standsti!l yesterday as working last week on the bUild"There are no reasons for union members working on the ing. Although they are not
• thi::; change." says mack. building refused [G cross a
members of tne striking union
"One is w make it ea::;ier for
picket line set up by two these workers respected the
3rudcnrs to change from Car- electrical workers.
electrical workers' picker line
bondale to Edwardsville, or
On strike are members of and refused to work yesterday.
rhe other way around, and the
Negotiations are supposedly
other is to rpduce the number I,Cleal Union 702 of the International Brotherhood of Elec- under way be twee n the
of courses listed."
tric
Workers
with
headelectrical workers' picket line
Both reasons will empha,-.;izc the fact that the two qual [ers at W. Frankfort who and the union, a picketer said
campuses are one university, are employed by subcon- ,/eSte rday.
tracror Royal Electric Co. of
he added.
SIU comnruction superin51. Louis.
tendent William A. Yolk said
A wage dispute is the cause work being done prior to yesof the strike, according to a rerdtty was principally lathman who was pickering west of ing, plnstering and installing
the Library all day yesterday elenric3l conlrols. The strikbeginning- at 6:30 il. m.
ing workcr~ were setting up
Two men are working for air conditioning anti hearing

The provisional plan was
drafted by Richard G. Browne,
executive director of the
board, and Lyman A. Glenny,
associate director.
It is hUed with suggestions
to help the state keep up with
the surge of smdenrs in the
explosion of knowledge. The
staff plan would make some

Library Construction Reaches Standstill
As Unions Honor Two-Man Picket Line

Gus Bode...

controls throughout the building.
Progress was paralyzed
yesterday. The entire second
floor of the library was filled
with tools and unfinished work
projects but the area was
deserted&
Volk said that if work starts
soon~ "we are expecting within
the next two months to get out
of everybody's hair"' at the
library.
The additional floors now
added to the library will enable Morris Library. when
completed, to seat from 20
to 25 percent of rhe student
body at one time.
Afrer reshuffling most of
the areas of the library, several floor plans have been

completed.

basic changes. For one thing,
it emphasizes development of
colleges to serve commuter
students in heavily populated
areas.
For another, it would bring
junior COlleges into the realm
of higher education, give them
more state aid, and place them
under a state-Wide board.
But the planners scrap the
idea of a single governing
board on grounds that no state
as large as Illinois has ever
tried one&
liThe staff believes thar
continued use of the present
structure of governing boards
for the state universities is
desirable" thE report stated.
This would leave undisturbed
the boards of trustees of!he
University of Illinois and
Southern Illinois University.
This 55-page repon came
up for consideration Tuesday
by the Board of Higher Educationa It would allow the
board to continue planning,
but not administering, all
public higher education in
Illinois&
Several additional powers
were recommended for rhe
board. Among them would he
greater supervision of admissions, tuition and revenue bond
projects. It also would put
public junior colleges under
the board's control.
The planners suggested that
the state acquire Chicago
Teachers College.
The board would be authorized to review periodically all existing programs of
instruction,
research
and
public serViCE" at sUte universities and colleges, and to
discard any it does nor deem
justified.
The plan recommends that
construction of physicalfacilities emphasize commuter in(Continued On Page3)

Disabled Students
May Pick Up Keys
New keys for elevators in
car:1pUS buildings are now
aVclilable for disabled students.
They may be picked up any
workday between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. at 31-A Chautauqua for
$1 a key. a Rehabilitation Center spokesman said.

Students Take Stand Against Burden of Finals
More than 12,000 SIU students are wearily beginning to

prepare for another rash of
finals--this time a[ the close
of win!er term, perhaps the
most confining of the year.
This facr brings up again
the often discu~~ed f:ubject
of whether or not finals are
an effective and necessary
meB.:lS of judging what the
:,;cudenr has learned during
the term.
Most students rL'cognize
Cus says huying ;) meal rhat finJI~ arc ,) "nl'cL's:';,lrv
• ticket 8t the [ Inivl'rsiryCC'nter evil" ~md :-Ire hen: rr) :;r:l\-:,
4
1....
I lot like playing Rus~i<ln
at Ieas[ for the (jm(' bL'ln~.
ro.J]C'[(f'
with
your
u w n rhi;;.:;. Llct do('~'l'[, !luwevcr.
.~tom.:!.ch.

:o.t0f.>

ttl":I!'

,,~ III

I..:A~rL~.·dfl)!,

tJ"'leir views and sounding off
on the subject.
Here is how some of them
feel.
Chuck Edelhofer, a junior
majoring in radio-TV. said.
"r don't think that finals should
count as much as they do
for the final grade. T feel that
what the student accomplishes
during the term is more important than what he can cram
into his head [he night before
the bst class."
Paul (; i~lnako.<:;. <l junior m[ljorin.~
in ~ociology, thou~hr
rh3( "the gT1(il' should tx.. ~lC
~umul:Hivc

qu,Hh..:(

through rhe entire
i:l~ ..w b:.lsed Jll .. [

i: ..IthLI

on the final. les asking too
much to know the whole course
at one time." The he added,
HI also think finals are too
long. Two hours for a threehour class is too rr uch time.· '
Ron Watson, a freshman in
General Studies, was against
fIndl.<L r~u. He said. "1 think
mi(h.... rms are more effective.
If you learn the subject in
stag€'s you rNain it longer,
hut if you cram for the final,
you loose it faSTer,"
/\ young lady, Sally Dnshcn,
showed thelt km3k ..,rudL'nts
C1n :--.hJrc till' .'-idme artitll(k.

they·re kind of a waste of
time. A grade based on [hI'<
work throughout the term
would be better."
Dan Danielczyk. a junior
majoring in chemistry-engineering, thought [hat "finals
are effective in testingknowledge for a short period. However. fo:r the long run they
would be more effecrive if
combined wirh p r act i c a I
experience .• ~
Stev'C' Sanders, 3 junior majOrJn~ in animal i~dusrn~·::;, •
qU1litiC'd his Jnswer. Hc SJii..l.
"Fin;1] L'X;JffiS d<..'p . .'nd .1 lot on
.\ Junl~)r nl.!jurlf1g in hurnc
(Continued on Page- 2)
::t..:urlurrllC:,. ,..,iIL ::cliJ, "1 zbrlk
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Children See
fBook ey at
Playhouse
7

lHurdale

Hair

""R(Jckey"'~

Fashions
~~~,;rr"Mt'fIft'~ M

.... ~~~;'!1io

".'" !l 104

~'ffI<Yr"';i"ii§>f"§ fff~'~1

4 to 9
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TllAE~

l>'/ C"""mm 'It. Gart=. asw;c!-ate
pTQreg~or
in tte

!
f

L

"'peed> department is cur- ."
rf;::tJtly f:efrt~ presented by" tCe
stU n",,,,,,r- Depanme"..
Children from d:" Carrondale area geC the play at 3
each a!rerr.ool'1l in (he Southern
Play!;oure. Scheduling of
~cr.ool

VARSITY
LAST

a: childr~n·s ~[ay

audiences is managed

by the Car!;oooale Chapter- .,f

the Americ.an Association of

TODAY

cat.Y ~ Audrey
Grant' Hepburn

J

University ""omen..
The produt"rwn is: directed
by Chris Jares of Birrning-

ham .. Ala.,. a. graduate sruden£
in rhearer..
Members of [he cast are
John
Stephenson, Rosanne
Chris[Cnsen. Mike
Harty.
V,wee Fulkerson. Richard

O'Neal. Frank Alesiajl George
Despins. La[Jonna Alvis. Karen Garrison and Ramona Nail.
P,ookey is the name of a pet
chimpanzee owned by a young

boy named Ross. The boy lives
with three aunts--one of whom

.,'11...'<jj ....t'.f TECHNICOlOR'
ADMISSIONS 35¢ AND 9D¢

Is hoorile to having the little
beast as a member of the
hOLlsehold. The aunt tries m
get rid of (Jookey by selling
him to a circus. The conflict
or the play concerns Ross"'s
attempt [0 thwart his aunt"'s
determined efforts to dispose
01 the pct.
Garbutt, born in Wyoming,
received degrees from Northwestern UniversHy, the Unive-rsity of Washingmn and
LO\.l$lana S tat e University.
After tC3ching experience in
high schools In Iowa, Oregon
find

Washington

he went

[0

Cornell University to become
an instructor in speech. He has
been on the SIU faculty since
1947.
lie has written several re~earch articles but enjoys the
playwriting field as well. Not
only does he write plays but he
appears In them as well.

(;ommon Markel Agent
To Tolk Aooul Policy

NEW

INIATIATE~lIike

Gulley {standing right}.

one of 21 freshmen initiated into Phi Eta Sigm~
.<>land.,> with Dat'id Smith~ pre ... ident of the scho~

4.5 Grade Atlerage

Freshman Scholastic Honorary
Phi Eta Sigma Initiates 21 Men
Phi Eta Sigma. freshman
scholastic honorary", initiated
21 male members at its winter
initiation ceremonies.
Charles D. Tenney. vice
prcsiuem of instruction. was
initiated as an honorary member. He delivered an address
following the dinner ~ concerning the future of southern Illinois in (he year 2000.
Members of the honor
society are freshman males
who have achieved a 4.5 grade
average during their first
term at Southern, or who have
achieved a 4.5 ever-all grade
poim for their freshman year ..
The local chaprer is a member of the national organization of Phi Eta Sigma. which

Spring Orientation
Leaders Needed

offers six $300 scholarships
annually to an outstanding student who intends to enter
graduate school.
Those initiated this year
are as follows:
Joe Bohlen, Dennis Darryl
Brown, Gary Michael Brown,
Philip Davidson, Earl Gene
Frankland, Robert D. FrIcke,

Students Take United Stand
Against Burden of Finals
(Continued From Page 1)
the Instructor. When a IInal
controls 50% of your grade,
or better", I thinlc. it is ridiculous. But if it counts 25%
or less it is a rair measure
of what you have attained in

Camille Becl:er, European
Common Market representathe course."
tive, will speak on European
Bill Seifers, a social studies
Com mon Market policy at 7: 30
Applications for
spring junior_ is against finals .. HI
p.m .. Thursday in Morri.s Li- orientation leaders are now don't think they prove anybrary Auditorium.
available at the University thing. You cram for a final
Center information Desk: and and then forge~ what you"'ve
must be returned to the In- learned afrer its o\o'cr_ so It"'.s
formation Desk by Mar.. 6. juSI: a waste of lime/'
Tile 20-25 leaders needed
will rerum to campus Mar.. 25 Former SIU Opera Slar
to serve during spri1llg orienTo Compereon TV Show
tation.
It. former star of s.e,.'eral
DAILY EGl7"1U:\'
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Bob Prye, a junior m')or~
Ing In history. thinks Ihey ar~
the /lnal blow 10 ,he nver.ge
student4 He said, If After a
quaner 01 frantie etton on
several papers and te2t3, one
lest obliterates all your
previous effort~"
BlII Oeuder, a sophomore
studying sociology. saw fuhl.
way: "After you study for 'W()
Slralghl nighl~ and thj;Il flu~k
the course 'anyway, there isn't

~~--OI.

,,,,,[l~ ~~""It'(!
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Roy MIchael Gulley. John R,
Haddock, Paul lIanson.
Ronald S. Knox, Stephen /\.
Lingle, Mlch~el J. M.~yn.
James D. McMahon, Robert
Eugene Mlllt'r.
John
p,
O'Keefe. James E, Pettigrew.
CurUs Price, Karl Rehmer,
George David Richard., and
Paul Gerald Schoen,
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TV Cameras Visit
Antarctic Wildlife

Activities

Meetings and Recital
Scheduled for Today

'''Wildlife of (he Antarctic"
featured on What's New
toni!tht at 5 over WSIU- TV.

is

Other blghlights:

Imer- Varsity Christian Felat 7 p.m. in Room B of the
lowship meets at 10 a.m. and
Univeraity Center.
6 p. m. in Rooms Band F The Illinois Banker's Assoof the University Center.
ciation will meet from 1
The Judo Club will meet at
p.m. until 6:30 p.m. In the
5 p.m. in the Quonset Hut.
university Center BallThe Iranian Student Associaroom.
tion will meet at 5:30 p.m. The CiabOrchard Kennel Club
in Room E of the Univerwill meet at 7 p.m. in
sity Ce(J[er.
Muckelroy Arena of the
Kappa Omicron Phi will meet
Agriculture Building.
at 7 p.m. in Room 107 of Women's Recreation Associathe Home Economics Buildtion's Modern Dance Club
inp:.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. In .Kappa Delta Pi meets at 7
p.m. in the Agriculture
Building Seminar Room.

7:30 p.rn.
Animals that exist benreen
the tides of the ocean are
spotlighted on Bold Journey.
8:00 p.m.
The Light Show features
'-Cowboy Songs," with special guests.

8:30 p.m.
'-Dramatic Readings from
Dorothy Parker" is tbe
selection for Festival of
the Performing Ans.

P;:lIw;:e;~~;kaslum·l

The Young Democrats meet

at 7:30 p.m. in the Library
Auditorium ..
The Women's Physical Education Club meets at 7:30
p. m. in Room 206 in the
Gymnasium.
The Dame's Club will meet
at 8 p.m. in the Family
Living Lounge of the Home
Economics Building.
The Speleological Society will
meet at 8 p.m. in Room D
of the University Center.
The Judicjal Board will meet
at 9 p.m. in Room E of
the University Center.
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet
at 9 p.m. in the Library
Auditorium.
Women's Recreation Association Class Baskptball will
begin at 4 p.m. in the
WOr:len~s Gymnasium_
Intramural men's basketball
free throw shooting and intramural weight lifting begins today.
A student recital will be held
at 8 p.m. in Shryock Audirorium.
Creative InSights will be held
3t II 3.m. in Room B of
the University Center.
Recreation Department interviews will be held from 8
'l.m. until 5 p.m. in Room
B of [he University Center.
Student Governme nt will meet

To Journalists
Anhur E. Prell. director
of the SIU Bureau of Business
Research, will speak: at the
journalism graduate students'
seminar at 10 a.m. today in
Room 148 of the Agriculture
Building.
Prell, who joined the faculty
here last fall,. was vice president and director of research
at the Maritz Advertising
Agency in St. Louls.
He also did research for the
Columbia Broadcasting System and the French Advertising Agencj in St. Louis.
The seminar is open to
journaL 'SID faculty and students.

Democrats to Hear
Talk on Johnson
A hopeful for the Jackson
County state· s anorney post
and an SIU assistant professor
of governmeni. will address the
Young Democrats Club at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday in the Morris
Library Auditorium.
Earl Hendricks. who is
seeking the Democratic nomination for state's attorney,
and Elmo Roberds of SlU will
discuss "'l.yndon Johnso'1's
Assumption of the PreSidency."

Commuter Colle~es Stressed
In Education l\'laster Plan
(Continued From Poge 1)

stitutions and place less emphasis on expansion of facilities for undergraduate
educaLon at the main
campuse:; of existing universities. One reason .....ould be
to save money for students
and the state.
The plan suggests priorities
for construction from 1965 to
1971. For those years. the
state's share of construction
money would amount to $166
million for commuter institutions such as junior colleges,
the Chicago Branch of the
University oj Illinois. the new
campli.s of Chicago Teachers
College, and [he second phase
of [he Edwardsville campusof
SIU.
During that same period,
[he state's share for the main
campuses of the six state
universities and [he U. of
I. Medical School in Chicago
would be $82 million_
The report estimates that
by 1980, eight metropolitan
areas will have 91 per cent of
the college-age youth. Only
three of them, Chicago. East
St. Louis, and Rock Island,
have public junior colleges.
The plan does not recommend any sites for new
schools.
Some other recommendations:
An increase in the number
and variety of technical and
semi - technical programs,

particularly in jumor colleges.
Free scholarships 2nd loans
to college juniors who want to
become college reachers to
help meet the growing need
for more faculty members.
The study to determine the
need for a new college to experiment With mass education
methods such as tf;levision and
self -3rudy courses.
An Illinois junior college
board to plan for that segment
of education.
A state re~earch council
to serve as a clearinghouse
for research activities.
Faculty salaries and benefits maintained at a competitive level to assure quality
teaching.
The
board will conduct
public hearings on the proposed plan in ApriJ and May
in many pans of the state.
Then it will prepare a final
plan.

Saluki Fliers Take
Trip to Mt. Vernon
The Saluki Flying Club attended a Ufly-in-breakfast"·
at the Mt. Vernon Airport
last Saturday morning.
The trlr was made in conjunction with other planned
Visits to area airpons in
southern Tllinois. The club
will hold a "fly-in-br'~akfastH
and airport open house at the
Southern Illinois Airport on
April 19.

News Techniques
Told on WSIU

_
SALUKI CHESSMEN-Bill Brockus,president of the S/U Chess
Club. {left} looks on while Owen Harris makes a move. They
wpr-e two of the four SIU students to play and win in a recent
lou lament at Purdue University.

College Unions Tournament
Won by SIU Chess Team
The SlU chess team on the
recent Association of College
Unions Tournament at Purdue
University.
The SIU tea m of Bruce
Dawson~ Julius Juang, Owen
Harris and Bill Brockus piJed
up 14 out of a possible 20
points.
Although SIU finished las!
in 1963. thiS year Southern
topped the 15 team com pet it ion
by a narrow margin.
Dawson. SlU's star player.
finished fourth out of 54
emnes. Three of SlU's four
players. Dawson, Huang and
Harris, are rated nationally

as near experts or class A.
The finishing schedule is
as follows: SIU. 1st; NQtre
Dane, 2nd; nlinois Institute
of Technology. 3rd; University of IllinOiS.. 4th; Illinois
State Normal University. 5th;
and Western minois University, 6th.
Other teams that played
were: Eastern Illinois University. Northern Illinois UniverSity, SIU-Edwardsville. Bradley University. St. Joseph College. Valpariso University,
University
of WisconSin,
Purdue University and Lincoln
College.

RENAULT~

The modern techoiques of
&athering and disseminating
news will be presented at
7:30 p.rn. today over WSlURadio.
Other highlights:
8:30 a.m.
The Morning Show.
3: 30 p.m.

~fc"ru.ce:u~i~ presents c1as-

7 p.m.
Editorials from leading
newspapers are featured on
Page Two.

7:15p.m.
Repons from the nation's
capital are presented on
Washington Report.
8 p.m.
Classical mUSiC, plesented

by the SIU Department of
music.

NA TIONAl COllEGE
QUEEN CONTEST
PRIZES:
$5,000

The winner 01 the 1964
"College Queen Contes'"
will receive this
new French sports
car -

plus a trip to

Paris and other
European

cities.

Get your
application blanks
now!

The 10th annual "College Oueen·· contest is open to ony unmarried girl between 17 and
22 who i.5 a full-time 'Student at either a wornan'S college or co-educational s..:;hool or university.
Unlike many "~athing suit'" c;onte'Sts. the College Queen is pidced for both broin'S ond
beauty. Tne board of nationolly known judges - bot+. men and women - ..ill pick the state
queens and the nationol queen for aHrac;tivene'Ss., c;hann. personality and appearance,
plus. sc!'olastic: accom~li$nment, c;ampus activities, !'abbies ond interest in c;ommunity
service.
One girl Itam eoc;h state .. ill be pi..:;ked for the New York World's Fair trip_
Entries C;Qn be '!iubmitted by the girl herself, the sc;naol. parents, friends ar sorarity houDEADUNE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATIONS: M.onday, April 20, 1964. GET YOUR
APPliCATION BLANKS NOW at your Authorised Renault Dealer.

HOWERTON MOTOR SALES
417 E. MAIN

Pa~e
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Associated Press News Roundup

THAT'S NO LAMB

Athens Mob Burns
Effigy of Johnson
ATHENS, Greece -- Thousands of wildly screaming
demonscrators raged through
the streets of Athens Tuesday
night and burned an effigy of
President Johnson in front
of the U.S. Embassy.
At the same time Prime
Minister George P apandreou
issued an order to police not
to interfere with demonstrations on the Cyprus issue.

Campus Florist
607

s. III.

457 -M60

Attention SENIOR ana

GRADUA TE MEN Stud....
WHO NEED SOME

FINANCIAL HELP
IN' ORDER TO COMPLETE 1 HErR
EOUCATION' THIS YEAR AND WILL
THEN CC:llMENCE WORK.

Apply to STEVENS BROS.
FOUNDATION. INC,
610 ENDICOTT BLDG.,
ST. P#'.UL 1, IIINN.

NDERG~AOS,CL1PAND

SAV

But in a public statement he
also said he wanted all foreign embassies and other institutions
protected
from
"every act 'Jf violence and
vileness.:·
The demonstrators shouted
for self - determination of
Cyprus and yelled "JohnsonAl Capone," "Bravo Russia/'
and "'Out with the fle~""f/'
An estimated 2,000 persons
cOTIve"!"ged in front of the U.S.
Embassy. A small effigy of
Johnson quickly went up in
names.
Other thousands demonstrated in front of the British
Embassy while still others
marched through downtown
Rtreets. blocking traffic.
A number of clashes between
demonstrators
and
police broke out but there
were no reports of injuries.

WASHIt-.GTON -- The British Labor party leader, Harold
Wilson, has strongly suppaned the British government's position in its Rplit
with the Unitea States over
trade with Cuba.
Wilson, who conferred Monday with President Jot-Jlson,
said Tuesday at a news conference that on this issue
there will be no backing away
from the British stand if his
party wins the next election
in Britain.

SPEED
WASH
SHIRT LAUND RY
and
CLEANERS
214 S.

317 NORT./! ILLINOIS
i:ARBONDALE

CALL 457-4440

University

Be An American
Airlines Stewardess
"ould you Ilk .... to put lUI an AlIIeri.-an Airlinf's
:--t"wardf'si"t unifurm and win;! ... ~ LornI' in for a
hrif'f. pri .... alp intt"nit'w, Lf'arn mnre ai,oul tht·
qualification!' for thi ... rewardi,,;!: carrero
DI)W hcin~ intcn itOwI·II for lak ~prin~
and f"arl,· "'UlllnU"r f)pt'nin~!'o To Sf-nl' fmr pas.
sen/!t'r:--' wf'lfarr- and (Oomfort. jHlI mu!"t be:

ejrl:- an'

Sinf!lt~
: lIi/!h Schuoi (;raduaIP
) A~t> 20-27
I ;)'2" tn 5'9"'
Normal .. i:-.ion- ("onla,o' It·n."f',.. ,·ulhidrrnJ
. Wf'i,rhl 110 maximum-in propurtiun In hei/!ht

, J

INTER'IEW

(),\

Y{j['f(

r:

1111'1 -' '{ 1"""(,,,. 11",,·/, .>

Coota,o. your pla(ot>Ult'nt
(.ffi("(' for informalinn

Viet Troops
Are Mauled;
Yank Killed

TAN CHAU, South Viet
Nam--Communist guerrillas
severely mauled two crack
Vietnamese airborne battalions Tuesday, inflicting the
heaviest casualties on government forces in a single engagement in months. A U.S.
adviser was among the dead.
In an hour-long battle which
one U.S. officer described as
the udamnedest firefight I
have seen since World War
II:· 85 government troops
were wounded and IS killed,
including an American captain
advising an airborne battalion.
Vietnamese a ':t ho r it i e s
claim more than 100 Viet Cong
guerrillas were killed in r:he
engagement. which began soon
after dawn. But American advisers at the SCene could not
confirm the report.
The battle took place in
Kien Ph1l0ng Province beside
the Mekong River. barely
2,000 yards from the CamBI"U~e Shattks, Bufr.lo E'I'enlng New ..
bodian border_
The
airborne battalions
were searching for a guerrilla
battalion which was
known to be operating in the
border area.
After breaking off the fight,
China was a ulogical conse- the Communists were requence" of France's recogni- poned to have headed toward
tion a month ago of the Peking Cambodia.
U.. S. helicopters cou~d not
government.
Un d e r questioning, the fly in because of a rule proFrench spokesman indicated hibiting operation of U.S. airr:hat the French will carry craft closer than three miles
their drive for Red China into to the border ..
The kllling of the U.S. capother international bodies and
the United Nations itself. He tain increased American comdeclared France's position on bat deaths in Viet Nam to 113.
His identification was withthe principle of Red Chinese
membership in the future held.
"could hardly be contraSANTIAGO, Chile--Villardictory" to the positi(ln taken
in the WHO meering today .. rica Volcano erupted Tuesday
with
an
awesome
roar,
spreading new terror a da}l
Carbondale Gets Grant
after its first eruption staned
CARBONDALE. Ill. -- The avalanches that buried a vilgovernment has approved a lage in southern CLle and
$39,195 grant toward a $2_5 drove thousands from their
million, 224-acre urban re- homes.
newal program in Carbondale.
Rep. Kenneth J. Gray, O-!I1.,
said Tuesday.
A $175,000 loan also was
given the Shawneetown DeWASHINGTON -- Secretary
velopment Corp. for a 45-bed
nursing home in Shawneetown. of Defense Robert S. McNamara and eight other top
he said.
U.S.
officials
will leave
Malaysia-Indonesia
Thursday rn idnight for an onthe-spot study of the South
Peace Talks ResUllU!
Viet Nam war.
BANGKOK, Thailand--ForThe Defense Oepanmen[
eign Ministers of Indonesia. announced Tuesday [hat McMalaysia and the Philippines Namara will be in Saigon abou[
renewed their discussion of a week on his fourth trip to
the Malaysian crisis in aone- the critical area, in which
hour and 46-minute session Communist guerrillas seemhere Tuesday. They arranged ingly have been making proto meet again Wednesday.
gress recently.

French Effort Fails to Seat
Peking in U.N. Organization
WASHINGTON--The United
Sr:ar:es and France met head
on Tuesday over the issue of
Red Chinese memberShip in
U.N. organizations.
In Washington, a State Department Spokesman said the
United States had "actively
and successfully" opposed a
French bid 10 seat the Chinese Reds in the World Health
Organization me e tin g at
Geneva.
"We will cominue to do this
in every U.N. body," press
officer Richard I. Phillips
added.
In Paris, a French Foreign
Office spokesman said the new
French bid in behalf of Red

Rockefeller Hits
Foreign Policy
WASHINGTON -- New York
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller,
in a broad indictment of President Johnson's foreign policy~
accused the administration
Tuesday of leading the world
to believe "that the United
States no longer has the power
or the will to shape events."
Rockefeller, bidding for the
Republican presidential nomination, said he wants to lead
the nation in building a vast
"union of the free" among the
cmmtries of the West.
He issued that call in a
foreign
policy
statement,
made public as he prepared
to launch his drive to the
wire in New Hampshire's
first - in - the nation presidential primary..
He attacked the administration's wheat sale to the Soviet
Union, its handling of the fight
against Communist guerrillas
in South Viet Nam, and what
he called "contradictory and
con f u sin g
poliCies
on
Western trade with Cuba.
Roc!<efeller~s foreign policy
views were expressed at a
Washington news conference.

McNamara Plans
Week in Saigon

Ruby Trial Jury Is Complete;
Ailing Judge Brown Replaced
DALLAS-- The jury for the for Judge Brown, who came to
Jack Ruby murder trial was his chambers this morning bu[
completed Tuesday with se- became ill and his doctor'
lection uf the 12th juror ..
ordered him home to bed.
A
fourth woman, Mrs. Brown said. "I've gO{ an
LOUise Malone, became the awfully bad cold."
final juror. A widow, she is
Ruby is on trial for slaying
an accountant for an oil Lee Harvey Oswald, accused
company.
assassin
of
Pre sid G" n t
She was sworn in while Kennedy,
Judge J. Frank Wilson~ a subDisc Atty. Henry M. Wade
stitute juris[, was presiding. told newsmen earlier tha[
He re!)laced Judge Joe B. under Texas law a judge can
Brown today when Brown be- be replaced by another without
a mistrial. But Wade said
came ill.
Mrs. Malone was the 162nd there has been on precedent
person examined during the in Texas for a judge leaving
firs[ l4 days of the trial. a case and then returning [0
Brown. who said he had a it.
The I Hh juror was Mrs.
cold. was replaced by Wilson.
Melvin Belli, the chief de- Aileen B .. Shields, a divorcee
fense counsel~ prO{ested~ on who 1:: em?loyed by the teleseveral legal points. against phone company in the engiWihmn~s Sitting on the bench
neering department.
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Keepper Named To Export Group
Wendell E.. Keepper, dean
of [he SIU School of Agriculture, has been appointed
[0 the illinois Export Advisory Committee by Governor
Otto Kerner.
The committee will adVise
the governor is promoting expons of nlinois products.
Serving with Keepper are
representatives of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. Western illinois
University, the major agricultural organizations, business and industry.
j( eepper. a Dati ve of Hillsboro, obtained his master's
degree and doctor·s degree at
Cornell University, Ithaca.

New York, specializing in
marketing and farm management. He came to SIU in 1950
from the faculty of Pennsylvania State College ..
During 1956 he was on six
month's leave as a farm management consultant to the
Venezuelan ministry of agriculture unde~ the Umted Nations Food and Agncul[ure
Organization, and in 1960 he
toot a two year leave of absence to serve as an FAD
administrative officer based
in Rome~ Italy.
Shop wilh
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On~ug~~
(Author (If" /lalit, RQund the Flag, B(,ys."·
and "Ban'fool 8"!1 Wlih Cheek.")

ANTHONY IIALL IN ITS WOMEN'S DORM DAYS

A Glance at the Past

Those 'Good Old Days' at Southern
Weren't Really That Good After All
By Martha Boswell
allow
for
com for tab I e
walking.
In the 1900s SIU was known
High-button
shoes were
as Southern Illinois Normal either black or brown. Some
University. It was primarily girls were fortunate enough to
a teachers' training school. have a pair of pastel-colored
The campus included Old Main l!ancing slippers.
and a few surrounding buildffI was alraid to wear low
ings.
cut shoes when button shOeS
Altgeld Hall was known as went out of style." says Miss
the Science Building and Allen
Hall was the Teacher-Training
Laboratory School. A black
iron

fence

surrounded

the

campus. Pan of it sti11 re- maillS in front of Old Main.
Ac ..-oss

the street on the

corner where Woody Hall now
stands was a restaurant which

served as a student hangout.
It was so crowded at all times
that srudentc; would dance between and around the rabIes.
Another favorite of the stu-

denes was Entsminger~s Ice
Cream Parlor in downtcwn
Carbondale.
In 1913 Anthony Hall was
buih~ housing 75-100 girls.
This was the year suffrage
was granted for women~ so
the dormitory took irs n""ime
from Susan B. Amhony. pioneer for women's rights.
Since Anthony Hall WES the
• only dormitory On campus,
the waiting list for rooms
there was long. The other
coeds lived in private homes
or rooming houses. AU men
lived off-campus at this time.
Rules were set for women
living in the dormitory. All
women were to be in by 10
o'cIoci<: and all lights out by
10:30.
Men were allowed [0 call
on girls and attend parties
In Amhony Hall. but dancing
was never allowed.
Whar to do on a date? One
had two choices--go to a movie
or ~l church social. Since Cars
were scarce. walking was
necessary.
l.ucy K. Woody~ rUtTed dean
• (If the School of Home Economics~ can remember 0nly two
cars pl'esent on campus.
"Around 1913. a fellow
named Mr. Hayes had a car/'
she recalled. "You were considered ver~' lucky if Mr.
Hayes came around and gave
you a ride/'
Most students traveled to
and from school by horse and
carriage.
Coeds attended classes iil
ankle length skirts and highbutton shoeg. A popular skirt
of the period was the peg':-opped skirt. It was narro~
• at the bottom and Wide at
tile top. Often rhe bottom was
so narrow it had to be slit
up the side a little way to

dale absolutely refUSE:) to Cdt
any Udisgraceful bobs."
Before the twenties. women
did not smoke at all. But it
soon became a problem. SIU
made a rule prohibiting women
to smoke in public. (The men
had already gotten around the
rule
against smoking on
campus by standing just outside the gate in frUlit of Old
Main when they wanted a
cigarette.) Several women
students were not allowed in
class for a week or more when
they were caught smoking in
public.
All students were required
to attend chapel every morning. This program. usually
hymns and scrip[ure readings, sometimes a speaker,
lasted about 45 minutes. [[
was held in Shryock Auditorium.
Makeup was scarce and lipstick was unheard of at this
time. When a local girl onCf
returned
from
school at
Northwestern, a member of
LUCY K. WOO{)Y
the faculty Was heard to comWoody. HI was afraid Y'dcatch ment. HI believe she's wearing a little makeup'"
cold!"
Soon pinching the cheeks
Spring Festival was a big
affair then, as it is now. A went H out" and powder and
rouge came "in."
program was held in the area
Progress and 50 years have
which is now the gymnasium.
The program included clas- brought many ch::lnges.
sical danCing 2nd a presentation by the students in the
training school. The day was
climaxed by the crowning
of a queen.
SIU faculty members planThe 1920s roared in ar'ld ning to compete in the Fulbright
Exchange Program
brought a Change. All the young
people went wild. Da!1cingwas should fill out application
forms
by
next month, Robert
wild--the faster, the bertcr-and skirts cl!iJloed clear to Jacobs, coordinator of international
pro g ram s, anthe knee.
Hairstyles changed from the nounced.
A ppl ic at ion s for New
"puff" long hair sectioned aDd
rolled into giant individual Zeala"d and Australia as signcurls all Over the head--to the men[s must be completed by
"Durchbob," a verv s h 0 r t April IS and ones for Latin
America are due May 15.
and straight style. .
Grantees are provided WIth
Since [hef(~ were no beamy transponation and money for
shops. wo,nen tad their hair living expenses.
cu[ in barbershops at this
Requirements for eligibility
time. One ba "'ber in Carbon- include at least one year's
experience teaching on the
col1t!~e level~ a doctoral degree Or recognized professional standing in the research
""Twelve Swedish Paimers" program, good health, citizenwill be the subject of a lec- ship and. in some cases,
ture by Benjamin Watkins. knowledge of another
acting curator of [he Univer- language.
Application forms can be
sity Galleries. at 2 p.m.
Thursday in Mitchell Gallery obtained by wTiting the Comof the Home Economics build- mittee of International ExChange of Personal Persons,
ing.
Watkins will discuss the Conference Board of AssoResearch Councils,
status of Swedish art in gen- Ciated
eral and irs relarion to arT 2101 Constitution Ave~ NW.
Washington, D.C.
in rhe United Srares.

Deadlines Listed
For Fulbrights

Watkins to Speak
On Swedish Art

A ROBE BY ANY OTHER NAME
With th{' ('Ufllll1£'O('(",IIINlt Day ju:'t :1 couple (,f :-;hort Irl(.nth:a\\":I)'. the que:-:tion 011 ('\·(·ry·nIl£,';; jips is: "How did trl!.' tlifff'rC"nt Ili!'ciplillf~ t."Ollle tn he marked hy acatll'lIlic wl.e; \\ith
hnod~ of difft'rr-ot colnn;?"
En'r"hodv I;; ,,""kJnI!; it; I TIl{'al'
I;'ITryiH)liy' I IIlt.'::Ul I ha\·rn't l)('e-u ahle- to walk u'n rf'1't nn
any c:.UllpllS withuut.. ;orncbody ~T..l.bs my ('Ibo"\\" tim] ."<lYS, "}fow
did th(' thfff>n'nt discipline!' COIl1(, to be marked by :Lmut'llIic
rnl}('S with hiKKis f)1 diffe-rent eulurs, hf'Y?"
Thi~, I IIJIl;;t .say. i:-:; npt thf'. 1l:'1~:,1 que-tinn IL."ked by collej!ian!' whu ~mh Illy elhow. Ordm:mly tl1£'y !':.Iy, "Hf')-". :-;hurty,
I!:ot a :\I:.J.rlhun,?" And thi.,; is fitting. AftRr all, :irt'" they not
I'ullegians and th('J'('fllrt' 1')<Hled with hl"J.ins? And dO(l~ not
il'tt'lIi,e;ence demand the ta...;tie.t iT! tnbaroo flavor? And dO('~
nltt ~ilLrlh(J"ro deliver a Ha\'or that is uniquely delicinu.s? And
am I not :-;IHJrt?
But I dijU"CS..'"l_ Hack to the colored hHod~ of aC:ldemic mile!:;.
,\ doctor 01 philosnphy wears blue, a doctor of medicine wea:-..,.

gn'f-Il.

a

(If

lIIa.."lf-r

:lrt....; WI':IN

whiw,

:t

doc·tor or hurn:mitip.:

W("Il"S c'nl1l:'{lIl, a 1Il:I:-.kr uf hhmry SCi(,flt"f' wpar< il'mnn \'(,1111\\.

''-iily? Why, ror \':'(all1pll', :-.hnul(i a ma.-;ter of lihf<try ~("H'IU-f'
\\"(':Ir 1"lHun

y('Uuw')

W('II !--ir, tu :lIIsw£'r thi~ vi'xing quc:4iorl, W(' mu:-.t go hack tn
:\.I:m,h 1-1, is-I·1. ()n tll:lt dat.f< tllf' fir.--t puhlic library in tht'
I'nih-d Std.. ~ W:L" (~t.;lhli;;ht'fl by l"irif,h ~i~lflJo~_ A\I of \Ir.
:-;1J!:ar"f~"":-' lIt'lJ!;"hhnf":'< wrn' uf CIlUr.«' wildly .l!:ratRful
all, th:lt
I';, ('.'\'·(·JI1 Wn'x T414I1!11nt.('r.
\lr. Todhunt.('r hat! h:IU'f1 \Ir. ~1)!:lf[)"I"" ~illC(' 1fC'2 wlu'n both
1:1('11 kid wOI"K'f1 till' 1)(,:llItiful \1£'i:Jni(' Z,tt. and \irbnie had
l,ho""11 :\11'. ~IK!lf!)f)s I"('<lu."i' :-.I\i' W:L"< mad for dalleiuJ!: allli '\Ir
:-:l/-!:afoll"<

kIlP\\ all tI\I'

I:tt.(~t ~t..c'I~

Ilk., th,· :\Ii...,.uuri

('0111_

:-'h:l:-s.' H,·/,dliull ~('hlltt.p..{'II£', :1/1\1 Ill!'
\\I!il(· .\Ir. To(UnmU'r, :11:t..... ('oltld Hot
d:III('I"' at :dl. owiug: til a \\"olllul hI' h:1I1 n'e(·jv{'tl at til(' Batik
Hf .\"['\\ ()rl(':ln:-.. (III' \\":IS ,;lrtwk hY:l f:dlillg ],r:tlim'.)
IIl·HllIlo.,('

:->:LlIII':l.

till'

,1:11111':-0 K. I'ulk I'olka

('oIlSIIIIII'f1 with jf'::lioll .... y :1' til£' :-OW'I:I'......" of .\Ir ~il!:tf!Jo,,·"<
liI1rar.... :\-Ir Tf14lhunt.('r r(·,;nln... 1 to "])('11 a "4'1Il]lf':illg: lihrary
Tlli,.. III' Ilid. but IIf' "m,d 1I0t !I(I(' .... inglt· ,,:Itroll ;1\\·:1:-' ffl,m
:\lr. ~i:!afll()". "Wh;lt has :\Ir. ;';il!afIL"" g:flt tli:lt 1 ha,·" not ,.'
.\Jr. n,dllllrtu-r kt'pt :L"killJ!: hi!llSf'lf. :md fillitily tllI- :llI-.\\j·r

e;ll!]o"' til hnn: hooks,
~I :\1r. Todhllnh'r ~to{"kl'"d hi=-- lihrarv with lot:, Hi 111\1'''·
hook:--, and ~,oon lu' wa_~ dhlllg mort' 1111:-111(';"" than hi,. hah~1 n\:,i
But '\fr. :-:ij!a(()(lS "trll(·k b:l(~k. To M'/.t:un hi:- 1'li('llt('I(', h~' t"·!.t.tll
~(,r\·ill~ It-a at IllS libr:lr,v ('n'ry llftprnooll. Thl'r£'upoll :\Ir
T"dhuutl'r, 1I0t til 1)(, lIutdflllf', 1l('~11I scrYlng t-l'a n.o, .w'.ltlr
ThNPUI)()rJ '\fr. :--i/r.if"f(,:, 11f.>,!all :"'{'rnug: h':l \\"1tl1 sug:lr IImf
rrmm. T\.('rl'UllfLrl '\Ir. Todlullltf'r !>t'~:UI s('r\'il1~ h':! with "1!~lr
alit! cream and [CIIWll.
Tlds, or '·I"'Uf'!-:C, clincllt'fl til(' \·ictf1ry rur :\lr. T"dIHlIlff'r
1K'"(''':IlIS(' II .. had til£' unly If'lilon tr£'e ill tm\·,1 ·in f:Il"t, ill til"
t'lltirt' ,.late of '\hint, -and sillf'C that day 1('111011 ,H·llow 11:1"',
f)f COliN', 11('('11 tin' {'olor on til(' nlIK>;; uf m:lst('T:> of lil,r:lr;.

(llll'idf'ntally, tht' defl'atpd :\Ir_

Si~lf(I()-",

p:H'kpd lip hi,.. Ii·

hr:'ry and 1II11\·('d tu (':llif<>rnia wlwfl'. ;cIa.". 'It' f:lil,~! 1"1('(' IIUlrl'
'('h('n' Wf'rl'. to \1(' -"'un', plt'llty uf It'IIIIIU'' fll -"'('n·(' With hi .... k;l,

hut, a 1:1."', Own'
dU("(,(j

t ..

W:b nf' I'n':llll l)('t':lll~I"' tllf' I-~'l\ \\:1."< nut

('allforma until lfi:;; ]'.\"

intnl-

,Juhll \by!lt')

*

Today Californians. IllIppg among tlJeir mildl kine, nre
enjoying liltered Marlboro Cigarette.'ol in soft parI.: or Flip.
Top Box, all are Iheir fello.r .tmt"riC'anll in (Ill filly .dates 01

this Marlboro Country!
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Pastor Gives False Confession
To Provide 'Glorious Illusion'
The Martyred. by Richard E.
Kim.

New

York:

George

Braziller. 316 pp.
The Manyred is the first
novel by a young Korean
English
instructor
in
California's Long Beach State
College. Richard E. Kim. the
author. was born in North
Korea in 1932 and spent his

boyhood in Manchuria. In the
Korean Wax, be served as an

officer in the Korean Army_

He came to America

to

com-

plete his studies at Middlebury College. Later he received M.A. degrees from the
Johns Hopkins University. the

University

of

Iowa

and

'..

Harvard.
The

KoreaI1

War was an

excruciating experience for
the Korean people. During the
war. hundreds of thousands
of innocent people died on

the Il.>.'tlefields. at the hands
of [he
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Communists. and in

the bombings. The Martyred
bas this in the background.
Underlying the story is the
long, sad history of an unfonunate people who seem (0
be tragically destined to suffer endlessly.
The Martyred depic~s the
agorues of aecent people who
show a .. strange form of love"
to their fellow countrymen.
It
deals
chiefly
with a
Christian minister. but does
not glorify his religion nor
downgrade
H.
The story
catches the inner conflicts
of those who are unable to
bear the suffering of life and
of those who are spiritually
strong enough to give the
weaker Htheir Christ and their
JUdas."
The story is [Old remark",bly well. The narrator is a
young
inrelJigence officer,
Captaln Lee, stationed in
Pyongyang. He is assigned
the task of investigating the
mar t y r dam
of
twelve
Christian ministers, Victims
of the Communists. As his
investigation progresses, his
interest centers on the question as to why and how only
two ministers. Mr. Shin and
Mr. Hann. escaped the execution. Captain Lee believes that
truth cannot be bribed. Di1
the two surviving ministers
betray the others? Mr. St>in,
central figure in the story,
denies hid presence a[ [he
execution but later admits it.
What motivated him to tell
such c: lie? The story revolves
around the explication of thlS

Rightists Seen From Left

God and Man Met at Yale,
Not Slippery Rock College
Prof. Edward Caln. who
teaches in the government department of the State Unive~
sity of New York, has written
of youth and the conservative
movement in his book They~d
Rather Be Right.
The title alone is indicative
of Cain's general attitude. He
makes little attempt to appear
impartial. He'd rather be Left.
Because Cain writes with
verve~ clarity. and precision.
I can do no better than to
quote him. Besides, this keeps
out my bias~ thus preventing
a rev.:.ew done on a double
bias.
.. Because of his fondness
for SOciety, the conservative
likes it nicelyordered•.. Dropping a piece of Kleenex in the
park is almost as reprehensible as applying for pub"c
weHare."
"Tbe contemporary liberal
may be described as a rationalist.
generally optimistic
about human nature, with an
appreciative eye for innovation:' wrereas, uSkeptica] of
human nature, and certain of
man's presumpruousness. the
conservative does not generate reform, but be can accommodate il."
CfToday's conservatives appear to want to take on the
communists in an extralegal
·rumble,' avoidir.g resJX>nsible authorities.
·'The conservative hopes to
get less government by using
the word 'republic.' It would
be far less confusing if he
would merely say so and drop
the word game.
·'They (propertarians) are
keeping a ready eye on creeping socia1ism~ galloping debt,
gamboling
welfarism. and
marauding statism of every
description. U
As with Gore Vidal, Cain
H

H

Rlel/1RIJ 1-..1\11/

enigma. The answer is the
central
theme
of
The
Martyred.
A capmred enemy intelligence officer testifies that
the twelve murdered m i nisters did nO[ die the death of
martyrs, but died like dogs.
The two ministers, he says,
were spar~d hf~ because Mr.
Shin put up a reaIflght and Mr.
Hann became insane.
Mr. Shin, however, makes
confession to a group of
Christians that it was he who
betrayed and (hat he was the
Judas. Was he truly a Judas?
Why does he mak(. such a
false confession? To him,
truth is nm important. What
matters to him IS the people
who are suffering and are
desperately in need of a
"glorious illusion."

Mr. Shin says, "What those
Chrisoans wanted and nteded
was not merely a nice llrtle
story that would give them
Com forI and cunfidence but is srunned by Ayn Randls wide
something that would make readership and what he takes
thelT lives meaningful, some- to hf" her philosophical stand,
ting--that would make their netted from The Fountainhead:
suffering worthwhile. OJ
"I came ~re 10 say that I
The immense love shown do not recognize anybody's
by Mr. Shin toward his feUow Tight toone minute of my life."
countrymen is an amalgama- Cain contends, uThe only
tion of Christian love and force that could definitively
Buddhist
philosophy.
The undermine Randian egotism
Martned uffers the American is the Christian expose of
reader a good chance to sec pride, n says Cain.
the peculiar, spirilual funclion
., As a member of the Yale
that Christianity performs for debating team that defeated
people who have seen horror Oxford on the issue of Capand injustice. hunger and sic..k- italism \is. Socialism, Buckness. and sudden, meaningful ley tasted blood early and has
death a~l their lives.
been in pursuit ever Slnce. U
Cain's analysis of Buckley's
Tae Guk Kim brand of religiosity reveals:

New Religions of Japan Depart From Tradition
The New ReligionR of Japan
by Harry Thomsen. Rutland,
Yt: Charles E. Tuttle. 1963.
269 pp. $5.
The extraordinary post-war
development of [he "new"
religions of Japan has been
of great interest [0 bo:h students of Japanese culture and
students of religion. There are
now 171 of these sects, enlisting 18,000.000 Japanese,
one fifth of the population.
Several seem U\:ely to re-

Reviewed by
William Henry Harris
Department of Philosophy
mBin important feature~ of
the culture.
The author notes seve ral
things shared by the new
religions. Among ;:hese is that
they are easy to enter. understand,
al'd
foHow.
They
emphasize that religion and
life are one. and often promise
healirlg and financial success.

They rely on stronj:C leaders;
several remarkable ones are
women. They give a ' .... arm
sense of belonging, sometimes
featuring group confession and
counseling which seems a departure
from
traditional
J<..panese res~rve.
rourteen of (he religions
a re discussed. Two of the most
important offer striking contrasts. Tenrikyo (Divine Wisdom Religion) is really 120
years old, though it has recently taken on new growth.
It has 2 million members.
a carefully defined doctrinal
position~
and a respected,
efficient
organization.
It
stresses the goodness of man
which is oftf>n obscured by the
Udust of worciliness. 1£ cas
a wel1 equipped university with
one of the largest libraries in
Asia.
This
library
is
particularly strong in the
SCiences of religion aLld attracts many scholars not of
the Tenrj faith. The university also haR a large Japanese
O

,

rep uta [ ion
success.

for

athletic

it in an article last Fall.
This is a militam. Ilationalis tic group and is no doubt
the ra~;{est growing religion
in the world, adding 100,000
members a month with what
ofren appears to be forced
conversions. It grew out of
the militant Nichiren Buddhlst
sect which made the apocalyptic Lotus Sutra an object of
worship. It is poHtically active
at both local and nationaJ
levels. In 1962 it increased
its delegntion in the Upper
House to 15. This powerful
sect has 10.000,000 members
and is important to watch.
The International Institute
for the Study of Religions
(Tukyo) has beer fpr ~e'Tra.l
ve:HS Tf'corciing thest.. de':elopmems. But [hi~ is: t~E>
fj

The Soka Gakkai (ValueCreating Association) has recently anracted anemion in
the Uniwd S[ates because of
its converSion of American
service men. Look: featured

r::;! bo0k" i 1 En~lish roo dTa~·
fYlt!ct. nf 'hb.: mc:reri.;1 !:O-

$1)

gt'lhf'r. The

aut~cr.

<:" f)~lr,i~h

is t,} ~ co .... bT<'fU;:]tf'rl for his I)bi~·C"t;··ity
mi~.s:r;rli1r'/,

1:I1d <.;chn!:::r~~ir~. T[ will rr:.z.k.:
furth:'l ~rudy r.1u.-:h p.J~ier.

U Affirm your religious orthodoxy, castigate heretics and
apostates, but conserve your
moral indIgnation for Communism~ Expending H on anything less might trap you into
some liberal senrimentality
such as a Freedom Ride."
He concludes the chapter on
Buckley with this thought-andmirth provoker: "If William
Buckley, Jr., had written God
and Man at Slippery ROCk
State Teachers College, how
many young men would be
Right t::>day?H
Accorr1ing to Welch: Russia
brought on World War II to become an ally of the West and
thus be in a better p:>sition to
infiltrate us, and " .•• chances
are strong that Milton F.isenhower is actually Dwight Eis-'
enhower's superior and boss'
within the Communist Party."
According m Wekh's
"principle
of
reversal.
things are just the opposite of
the way tbey appear. Thus.
Eisenhower was an effective
Communist agent because he
appeared to be so American.
So. apply the principle to
to

Reviewed by
J. Joseph Leonard
Departm~nt

of English

Welch. It follows he is the
greatest Communist agent at
large!
Of Goldwater: ..... he denied
there was any great public
demand for Fec.eral aid co
depressed areas, public education, or support of the economy." Yet Goldwater asks for
Federal funds for many projects within his Arizona. Cam
remarks of Goldwater, "AS
a catalyst of the Right~ it is
to his advantage not to be an
intellectual. I I
Of Viereck: "We all want to
sing along with Viereck ...
But ••. is a graCf~fully opened
well- wrought
crematorium
door any excuse for the roasting?"
Anyone
for
statistics?
There are nearly 1000 organizations in the country that
may De called Rightist and
regularly publish or distribute Right-wing U[erature.
The four most PJPular sources of information for Young
Conservativt:<;: Buckley's Na~
tional Reviev.. David Lawrence"s U. S. News & Wo!"ld
Frank Hanighen's
Re{X)rt,
··Human Events/' a WaRhington Newsletter, and [he WaH
Street Journal.
Hanighen is closely associated with the lntercollegiate
SocielY of Individualists, an
orgamzation to propagate <..Onservatism among studentsa
And there is Young Americans for Freedom With its
opposition to the liberallyoriented
National Students
Association.
Organizations for Young
Conservatives
have prert1'
much [he same credo: oppose
communism. faScism, radical
nationalism,
internationalism,
racism.
Castroism.
socialism, and personal and
national godlessness. Thus
UNESCO must go, as it is
the seed of one-wo.rldism.
In his conclusion Cain administers these two canings~
"Meanwhlle, as the teachers
say, the American public is
'doing a unit' on anti-Communism/' and. "The young
New Conservatives may yet
ride the heights of a bu!liE'.h
marke~,
but eventually [hey.
will be seeking [he cool comfort of debemure holders in
the Liberty Leagu~. OJ
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Gymnasts Add
9th Victory

O'Neal Replaces Stovall
In Tourney Opener
Southern's basketball team
will be hurting in more ways
than one when it goes against
Ball State in the opener of tbe
NCAA Great Lakes Regional

at Evansville at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
However. the situation certainly will not be a new one
for the Salukis. because,
ironically, it's almost the
same situation that confronted
them last year at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
In that regional. the Salukis
lost their top rebounder. Lou
Williams, owing to grade difficulries. SIU went all the way
to fourth place in the nation
without him.
When the Salukis play in
Roberts Stadium Thursday
night, they'll be without their
leading rebounder, L loy d
Stovall.

SIUJs undefeated gymn-

astics

who w!ll supply the void left
by Stovall? Hartman seems to
think so. The man he's going
to look to is another sophomore, 6 foot 6 Boyd O'Neal.
If O'Neal is to make the
grade he will have to speed
his progress. He missed six
games this year but scored
74 p:>ints for a 4.1 average as
a replacement for Stovall.
He's never really had a chance
to show what he can do. In the
little he saw, especially in
the latter part of the season,
O'Neal displaced the poise
lacking in most sophomores.

Can the Salukis come up with
another replacement this year

Hospital for observation after
he complained of chest pains.
It wasn't determined if he will
be ready to go against the
Cardinals. Ed Searcy is still
out with a broken arm. He
probably won't see any action
in the [Durney.
The pressure is on the Salukis, particularly O'Neal. Bur,
"we're not going to roll over
and plar dead." Hartman says.

game.

Capt. Maxwell came to the
camDus in June~ 1960, roteach
Air Science in Southern's
AFROTC program. That fall
he coached the freshman line
If; a volunteer. The next year
I-te was freshman line and
varsity end coach, and the past

two seasons has been a varsity
assistant coach working with
ends and flanker backs.

Is he qualified?

THE
BEATLES
RECORD ALBUM

Intramural Free Throw Tourney
Starts Final Round This Week DIAMO~GS

The men's intramural free
throw tournament swings into
its final round this week with
the top men from the different
leagues competing far the
campus title.
The following is a list ofthe
men in the finals from the
three leagues.
Maxwell obtained his bacheResidence Hall--John Van
lor's degree in 1952 from the Mill~ Larry Schaake, Morris
University of MiSSissippi» Ritzel, Charles Arns, Al Peluwhere he was an All-South dat, Bob Muehleman, Ron
first team end and an All- Kramme, Steve Threlkeld,
Southeastern conference end Dick Roth and Ed Knowles.
in fomball.. He was also an
Off campus--Fred Comparall-conference outfielder and do.
Harry
Bobbitt, Roy
first baseman in basebalL
Franke, Dennis Walter, John
He went on to get his Haddock, Dallas Thompson.
master's degree in business
edUcation at Ole Miss in 1953,
then taught bUSiness subjects
t
at Delta State Teacher's College at Cleveland» Miss., a
The Campus Police aryear before he entered the rested three students early
Air Force as a commissioned Tuesday morning in the Allyn
officer.
Building.
His Air Force career has
The Office of Student Aftaken him to Lackland AFB fairs rep:>r!ed that one stuat San Antonio. Hickman APB dent crawled into the buildin Hawaii and Southern illinois ing
through
a
basement
University.
window and let the others in
He also is faculty adviser by unlocking a door.
of Angel Fl:!ght, women's
The student affairs office
auxiliary to the AFROTC's said it is investigating the
Arnold Air Soci:-·r-y.
incident before taking action.

212 S. ILLINOIS

Ron Baker. John Hackert, Jerry 8ess and Ed Gibbs.
Fraternity--Loshaje Lewis, Bill Carel and Chuck
Orwig.
After two rounds, or 50
Shots, the tournament leader
is Fred Compardo. Compardo
has made 49 of his shots and
holds a five-shot lead over
his nearest opponent.
John Van Mill and Harry
Bobbitt are tied for second
place with 44 out of 50.
Going into the final round,
ten men have made 40 or
more of their shots.

rres e

d·

,n

All

yn

r-------------~------------------------~~--~

ATTENTION

• Dealers in high grade fuel oil,
Bottled gas, and
Phillips 66 gasoline

Free ABC 800k'et
&.

on Diolllond

~

Buying
Quarter Carat
"SOLITAIRE"

$77.50 set
Registered
Repai, Servi.e

611

s.

Illinois

laundry privileges. Private bath. Hi·fi
and TV in lounge. Transportation
to and from school.
401 Orchard Drive

Phone 457-7554

DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ADS
The classified advertising rote is five cents (5,) per word
with a minimum cos, of Sl.OO, payable in advance of publish.
ing deadlines.
Advn'ising copy deadlines are noon two dgys prior tQ publication except for the Tuesdgy paper which will be rlaon on Fri.
day. Call 453-2354.
The Daily Egyp,ian reserves the right to reject any odvertisinq
copy.
The Daily Egyplian does nal refund money when ads are can·
celled.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
One porlable washing machine,
one dck tire place waad, and
a teeter tatter for children.
Call 7-2487 alter 4:00. 994102p.

• Complete service & parts for
mobil homes

S & T OIL COMPANY
James "Doc"

Budget Te,.s

Two vacancies in girl's dormitory. Kitchen and

• Prompt delivery

549.2583

V

FOR RENT

Th ree Students

A

WILLIAMS STORE

a

All football candidates must
report to the football office
in McAndrew Stadium DO later
than Friday, according to Head
Coach Oon Shroyer ..

LLOYD STOVALL MAY MISS TOURNAMENT

Located on old Roule 13
(East of Gla'Yer's Trailer Soles)

I

up

44.5.
Side Horse -- 1 - Pasternak~
SJU; 2-Mitchell, SIU; 3-Schafermeyer, SJU; 4-Curzi, MS;
5-Wilson, MS. 94.5.
High Bar--I-BiII Wolf,SJU;
2-Dennis Wolf, SIU; 3- Yano,
SJU; 4-Price, MS; S-Wilson,
MS. 94.
Parallel Bars--I-Mitchell,
SIU and Curzl.. MS; 3-Gates,
MS; 4-Dennis Wolf, SJU; 5Price, MS. 92.5.
Still Rings--I-Ehrlich, SJU;
2-Cooper, MS; 3-Bill Wolf,
SIU; 4-Geocaris, SIU; 5-Wilson, MS. 95.
Tumbling--I-Mitcbell, SJU;
2-Glliberto, MS; 3-Wells, VIS.
91.5.

Athletic 'Lend-Lease' to End;
'Coach' Maxwell Leaving SIU
SIU's ulend -lease" deal
with the United States is
coming to an end.
In July the athletic defJanrnent will lose a football coach
it has had for free the past
four years, Capt. Harold L.
Maxwell of the U.S. Air Force
1etachmenr at Southern.
Maxwell, who will be assigned to an academic post at
the Headquartp.Ts of the Air
University at Montgomery,
Ala .. in July, estimated that
riuring [he four years he has
spent 1,650 hours in football
coaching. coaches' meetings
and travel to an from games
away from home-without compensation. J-l'e didn't have to do
it at all. but enjoyed it.
The athletic department in
appreciation of his services
presented him the SIU Lettermen's blar:ket, a plaque and a
check for $250 between halves
of the last home basketball

wrapped

last Friday night with a convincing 65-47 win over Big
Ten foe Michigan State.
Here is a complete listing
of the meet~ s results.
FX~-l-Mitchell, SIU; 2-Bill
Wolf, SJU, 3-Giliberto and
Curzi, MS; S-Dennis Wolf.
SIU.93.S.
Trampoline--I-Noble, MS;
2-Wells, MS; 3-Strobel, MS.

Ceorge McNeill and Randy
Goin are two Salukis who might
not be able to go full strength
at Evansville. McNeill. although he will see some action, will be hampered by a
broken Iing-er. McNeill played
in
SourhrJrn's
last game
Coach Jack Hartman doesn't against Kentucky Wesleyan
with
a
splint
on
his finger,
seem concerned over rhe loss
of his big center, he says. only but it undoubtedly slowed him
"The loss of Srovall takes down.
away a little depth. U
Goin was taken ta Doctor's

Everyone had counted the
Salukis before they took the
floor against a partisan Southeast Missouri crowd last y.~ar.
But a sophomore named Joe
Ramsey filled in for Williams
and in ilve tournament games
scored 81 points and a 51.5
percentage to become a vital
cog in Southern's NCAA drive.

team

perfect 9-0 dual meet season

!~~!I, Hblnadc~ ::ery5°cl:~, ~~~~

Hay rides - one wagon with
troC'or - $15.00. Two wagansTLC
II C II G
525.00. Colp Stables. III miles
3 _ '7j~4:' se. a 99 ~tr02:~
S~~3~n West Chatauqua. .....;...;.;,;...;._____;.;.._..;.;;:~

!';7 _

FOR RENT
Quiet rooms, cooking privileges
optionol. Newly decora,ed and
furnished. Call 9 - 1836 before

2 p.m.

Tumer, Operator
457·5370

98, 99, 100, 101p.

Roams for 1 or 2 boys, spring
term. Air.conditioned. Call 549·
l00-103p.

2580.

1951 Schult Irailer, 34' x S';
1 bedroom, air conditioned.
Would rent, 24 Cedar Lane Trail.
er Court, Route Sl south. ofter
5 ... m.
101, l03l"

I-____________

.;...~~

MGA - mechanically excellent,
some body damage. !475 as is.
See at house behind 104 South
Graham, afternoons, Wed. _ Sat.
101, 102, 103, 104p.
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On-Campus
job Interviews
This is the: fin,d.on-campus job
interview list, tha', will be published
this term.
The servi.:e "'ill be resumed "gain
after the s':ar', of the Spring term
when the SJU J'lacement Service begins setting up interviews f')r June
and Augu"t :graduates.
rersoc,; interested in bei:lg interviewed bl <he representatives of the
firms t"Ht will be here next week
should '.'Jntact the: Placf'ment Service, ir Anthony Hall, as 900n as
possii le_

,~€J
I
~.

VANDALIA, ILLINOIS, PUBLIC SCHOOLS:
Seeking High School teachers for vocational
home economics. French-Spanish. and experienced teacher for guidance.
TUESDAY, MARCH 10:
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS, PUBLIC SCHOOLS:

Seeking all levels of elementary school
teachers.
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY, S,. Louis;
Seeking sales management trainees.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,
Chicago; Seeking accounting seniors for audit

and financial assignments at Chicago corporate headquarters.
TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORPORATION,
Owensboro, Ky; Seeking accounting seniors

MONDAY, MJoRCH 9:

for financial management.
GR ,.ITE

CITY,

ILJ"INOIS,

PUBLIC

SC ~{I JOLS: Seeking all .levels of elementary

s, hfJol teachers; High School needs: chemiM':Y. English, spefoch, German. social
5tL dIes,
math, and head of speech dept.
WYOMING, ILLlN,15, PUBLIC SCHOOLS:
S~eking pnmary g·:ade teacher, and junior
r igh math. and 'jocial studies teachers.

'~overnor Names
March 8-'i4 as
Ag Careers Week
The wide r lOge of job opportunities ar,d the urgent need
for more Ctillege training in
agriculture will be emphasized durirg the week of March
8-14 whkh has been proclaime'! ·'Agricultural
Careers Week" by Gove.cnor
Otto Kerner. says Herbert
L. Port_z. assistant deanJ SIU
Sc hooJ of Agriculture.
The
Illinois Farm - City
Com:nittee, composed of agricu'.tural and business leaders, is spearheading promotio'l uf speCial activities in
co-operation with state univers·:ties and civic organizations.
Objectives of the special
effort are to encourage rural
young people [0 obtain maximum education possible, and
to increase the number of
technically and professionally
educated people in agriculture
and related imlusrries to meet
the critical needs that exist
now and will exist in the
futu reo Porrz says.
To do s()rneehing about the
problem, Portz J who ~ .. a
member of the Illinois-Iow<:t
District Vocational Guidance
Committee of Kiwanis International, suggests ways in
which local Kiwanis clubs can
help:
Attack the school dropOut problem by either forming
d
community committee to
study the problem or cooperate with groups that al ready
exist; urge the stUGY of need
for vocational school and
skilled training in your communitv.

Auto Wreck Costs
Skokie Boy $232
Clay Voegde, 21-year-old
Skokie senior. has paid $72
in restitution fo':- damages to
a house which his automobile
hit.
Voegtle was al~o fined $ tOO
plus $5 costs for driving while
intOXIcated plus $50 plus $.')
costs
for
desrruction of
privale propcny. In addition,
the
state
suspended
hiS
driv('r~s license.
'I hI.! Office of Studem t\ff..itS clL'cbrt:d him I nL'lq.J;lhL·
[fJ

an

1)r>L'r,lfl.. 'J" 3urpmnbilv
umh·rgr .lUu<Ht'.

TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY, St.
i..ouisi Seeking business and liberal arts
seniors for sales. office administration.
group and penSion, underwriting and claims.
G.C. MURPHY COMPANf, McKeespor" Pa;
Variety store chain seeks business and liberal
arts seniors for retail store management
training programs..

DEVELOPMENT OF

IIELPllVG IIAND-Jlembers of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity have
colli.'cted $876 for charity within the pa.st month. They hat·e
maintained bu.cket brigade... in downtown Carbondale on r('u'nt
Saturdays (above). and c<.Jllecled $-/.50 for the ,Ilardi of lhmcs und
,,126 for the Heart Fund.

At the 1963 stockholders' meeting, Arjay R. Miller, President o(
Ford Mator Company, emphasized the Company's (ar.sighted recruit·

ment program and its a('('ent on developing management lalent:

"Obviously. our long-run future will be determined by the devdopmt:'nt of our management. Here, every ont' of u~-at all it'vei;-:; of
supervi~ion-r{'cogni7.ps this as his most import.ant furtction. Sine£' 19.16,
thl' Company hi.L"; recruited widely varied talent.- talent that. can bt·
bl('nd~'d to ~ivl' us tht., rt'quirt'(l combination of tight administration anci
c-rt.'atiw' SCOpt·.
"t:ndl'r a can'fully conct.·ivt,d managl'mt.'nt c1t' ....l,lopmpnt program, Wt' try to
recruit tht· best pl'rsonnel availablt." both in training and l'xpt·ril·nC't'. OnCl' Wt'
gt'l tht·m. WI' have a pro~ri.lm for giving thpm varit·tJ opportunitit's ami incn'a~lng:
n,,.,pon~ihility. This program i:-> in forct.> in all part:'
tht' ('ompany'-in manufacturing. finance. ~t'yling. eng-int-pring and marketing.
"Thl' prowam is paying off. Wt· have dt.,yt·lopt·d a n'al dl'pth of managrmt'nt tah'nt
in tht.' Company, and w(' art.' dedicated to sl'l'ing it continlll'd and rt.·inror('t·(l. Bt'eausp
of this, [ fr't." not onl:·.. very fortunate in lx-ing as..... o('ialt'll with this mana.\;{l·mt·nt
group, but .lIso .... t·ry eonfidt'nt of it:; long-run surct';.;...;. \\'" know our goals and how to
arhit.'n' them."

MANAGEMENT
IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
FUNCTION

fho<,e ''lI'H,,"''''''! .n " (<lr",.~r ..... 1], •• tutu." .tr~ mv)h'" In r(>RI..,t .. r .• 1 Ih,> pjdc~nl"llt Otf ....
tor dlO ",ter",e", .... ,It, bHtI M"tor Compd'ly repr .. "~ntdt' ... e". ""ho ""III he nn CdmpU'io 'ioon"

\)r

MOTOR

r reo ",.,.,,"

~,,'.'

COMPANY
'·'.'.1

,: :::-.. ".
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Dress Fashions

All Points Fair Game
In Waistline Contest

Spring
Is

o.

happf'ning

C.pcilp's
suits,
ii~ht

-

in

tpxturf>d

silks

-os

alld

f~(}thf'r

a

\ubb) cot-

\HlOil'11S.

tons, cnarSf' Irish flax-

(:11<10('1 j :lckNS, finger
tip jack,>r:-; and roat
and drc..;s ('o ... tunws -

r

Happenings r
Jf'\"f'lry and aCC'f'SSorit,S

and

;-I<.I1ti

from

\lexico- wofJden heads

strung on if>;Hflf"r in
vibrant colors - wood·

pn slavp rings, dougle

loop

bracdets,

ear-

ring-s - hair bf'rf"ts ('xc-itingi)" different just s()mf' of tlw "happenings" at Cf'cilp's.

Interpreting
theory into
fact, what will be sh0wn this
spring in the way of dresses?
What do the fashion magazines, fashion designers and
large department smres say?
And what will be shown here
in Carbondale?
As
long
as
you stay
feminine, the choice is yours,
say fashion oracles from
Vogue on down to the local
stores.
Hemlines win generally remain the same. Although they
are slightly longer in the
larger cities, the shorr length
is still appropriate for the
well-dressed college coed.
The big difference will be
in the waistline, if there is
one. Being very conSiderate
of the individual's figure~
fashion designers have produced models with everything
from the Empire waist, to the
hip length sash, with almost
all p:>ims in between fair
game.
Though few stores here feature them, and fewer girls on
campus
prefer them, the
Empire waist still has its adhe rents for those who can
wear it. (Though it may seem
to hide a multitude of sins.
it does rake a very special
figure to wear it.)
Larger cities and the more
fashion conscious coeds have
adopted the dropped waistline,
with a sash or belt (but a
feminine one please) around
the hips. But again this demands a close to perfect figure
to wear i[.
The most popular style will

probably be the blouson style,
not extremely, but slight1y
full around the waist, then
gathered up into a proper fit.
As far as necklines, the
Paris clarion call is for the
risque or the cover-up look.
Necklines on some Paris
creations reach and sometim~s pass the point of decency. Translated onto the
local, Middle America scene,
the results are more modified.
Soft scoops, cowls, or puritan
high, you can't go wrong. The
determing factor. is what suits
you.
Sleeves are often ful) and
gauzy or non-existem, if you
ha ve the arms to wear that
style. The severely tight long
sleeve is definitely out, in
keeping
with
the
more
feminine look.
Still holding its own in the
C a1'bondale market is the
shift, less severe this year, IIODEl.S CIlERYI, STaOI (LEFTJANDLYNDA DAVIS COMPARE
more shapely, often with an
optional sash accompanying it. TW NEtt SPRINt; DR£SS£S. BOTII CAN BE FOUND.H KAY'S.
Big, bold prints, polka dots
I.Jesigners have played the cheerful look of pink and
gamut as far as colors are yellow. No, shockingly brig/'t and patterns will also be welconcerned. For the more con- like the electric hues of a comed with open arms, if only
servative coed, who wants a few years back. just a clear, you remember the one sure
buy that she can be sure of, definite call of light - heaned rule for spring, 1964--stay
feminine.
black and white, and navy spring.
and beige areperennialspring
favorites. The only request
is that you keep it softened
and not severe. No black-clad
femme fatales this spring
please!
Gals never seem ro get
This spring, for example.

Clacking Needles Produce
Better Knits Than Ever

For those with a more
gambling spirit, and the money
to spare~ fashion consciousness calls for [he bright,

enough of knits, and no won- knits are newsier and nicer
der -- each season sees these than ever before. They blouse

products of
the clacking so beautifully, right in line
needles shaping up bener and wirh the important blouson
better.
silhouette. They take so well
....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , to navy blue complemented
with brass buttons, that's all
a part of the military look
for spring.

At

Knits

00

in

Shifts qf all dpscriplioll." -

bold

pr: nts - in hot
colors mf'd

<lbstract

Fringp trim·

nr plain -

In

thp

slacks

shifts

4 heavenly

-

.'·mimsuits.

Cecile's
Invitf's you all to thf>
SpriTl~

~>.r'~>rything

is

npw

-

Fas-

and

UnllSlI<l1

-

hions and (iihs with a

f"feign fl avor art' always "happpning" at

Murdale Shopping
Center

fashionable
matching bags

Soft, square throat pump.
$5.99
mid - heel, with lush crushed kid uppers.
plua tax
And the colors? Simply marvelous! Yellow Tulip,
Pamper Pink, Sky Blue, and Stocking Tint.
As seen in Mademoiselle.

CARBONDALE

flowing shift styles.

that present a terrific tex-

f'Vf'n

bpgi nni ng of

the

tured appearance. Ribbed type
knits.
especially
in
the
sportier lines. promise to
please too.
Orlan, acetate, blends, Cfltton and lightweight wools are
all used in these stunning new
knits -- and each is planned
with an eye on spring temperatures .
Styles are simply unlimited
in these groups. You'U find
everything
from
dressier
dresses to the sportiest fashions going -- and lots of two
piece outfits and smart suits
a re to be seen.
Unchanged is that grand
quality offered by knits -the neat look rhat goes through
several wearings.

'Iadnpss f)f "adras in
suits - shorts -

marvelous in

Double knits will be vying
for popularity With boucles

"Have your pumps

SUOlffif'r

look

stripes (a fa .... orite pattern in
the coming season.)
They
show up wonderfully well

124 S. ILL.

South oj Border
Look Noteworthy
A South of the Border look
appears noteViorthy for spring
and particularly for summer,
in dresses with a fiesta air.
They're practical and preny
for patio entertaining, or for
wear to any gala, yet casual
affair.

Unbleached muslin appears
to have an affinity for styles
in the Mexican manner which
are going [Q be so "viva u
for spring.
You'll see unbleached muslin all dressed up with ruffles,
embroidery and lace. Muslin
is so simple, it can take to
[he most railored of gals.

March 4, 1964
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Fa~~i,~ Q/w,(I,~~ De~ - ~o~1RA, ~p~
Look tor SOFTN£SS in
every fashion you choose for
spring and you'll be on the
right track in dressing forthe
coming season.
Softness means ease in
shaping,
in necklines, in
waistlines. in skirts. in hemlirles, and in fabrics.
Right are the soft cowl
11ecklines or those with soft

soften a.t any point between
the waist and hip.
Right are skins with wide
pleats that swish and flow.
Right too, are godets and other
softening effects.

[On candy approach. Sheers,
of course.
The shape of the spring
season is a flowing movement
from the neckline of softened
details, down the body in a
barely
clinging,
slightly
Right are hemlines that are shaped silhouette, winding up
softly mobile.
at the hemline where pleats,
Wrong is froufrou!
ruffles and flounces look newIn fabrics the right choices Iy important.
bows.
are whisper-weight crepes,
Colors are softened too,.
Right are waistlines with soft airy wools,. chiffon, cot- with pink tne standout, folblouson derail and these may tons and blends with the cot- lowed by sherbet and flower
~~~.,-~~~.~.~~~) . . -"':0. :~ ...
~.

+ .__

_ ,
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hues. Almost all colol S will by using more colorful and
be on the softened side. al- brighter
fabrics, and by
I:hough crisp contrasts of navy softening the line with cowJand white are often used to necked blouses, and rounded
point up the anything - but- jackets.
crisp silhouettes and details.
Despite the seeming lack of
You'll find this softness look \. influence by Paris on Carcarrying many names: roman- bondale fashions, the effect
tic feminine, subtle. gentle is still there. No where will
shaping, but they are all One you be able to find the severe
and the same.
look of mannishness for rhis
The Chanel look is still the spring.
most sought after by American
But the mOSl influential
women. Her eCl.::;c of line~ easily trend of all is a trend away
adaptable to most figures. has from one set trend... If this
more variations than the seems like dOUble-talk, itonly
snowflake, and ~hough she is mt:ans that the individual figFrench, she .remains the spirit ure has been considered thiS
of the Amencan woman.
year, and there are enough
This year she has inter- shapes and styles available
preted the new look of softness t? suit anyone, within the
in her clothes by slight hmits of being a soft spring
changes in the type of fabric. in '04.

The sea::;on's newest and smartest

by today's style

!ead~r.

There's no better way to give
your new Spnng apparel the
finished total look.

TlIRU; OL TST·I 'IJ/\f; HCYS FOR SPRI"e .IRE lIOIJEI.E/J IIfRE HY l./"IJ.1 FOUX I. YM)I Slf
I) II h -1\11 Utf R YI_ SHiR.1! • .!\!) ·1 RE Ff. I T1'RfIJ 11 I.FUt.f:'S .[\ IJ 1\ I Y".

Fragrances Set
A Man's Mood
Psychologists Say
It's official, girls! By using [he right kind of fragrance~ )"0U can put a man inm
almost any mood you desire
this spring.
This is ( e word fTom Leon
Hardy, an authority on fragrances :-.nd [he psychological
impac[~ they can hav€'a Mr.
Hardy .s wHh Firmenich Incorporated, one of the world's
m()sr distinguished creators
of fragrances; and flavors, and
has devored his life to what
he describes as ··investigations ;mo pleasurable stares
of con,~ciousnes~ induced by
octorf.
"Odors P!::lY an importanr
part in our lives," he says.
HThe aroma of frying ham
and perking coffee puts a man
inro a very pleasant mood.
And [he effect of blooming
honeysuckle on young lovers
is legend. It is a Tare woman
who does nor make herself
more ~l{rr;lcrivc by a subtle
brush of fr;Jgr;mr perfume.

$14.99 - $16.99

Leslie~s Shoes~
210 S. III.

Inc.
Carbondale
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Military Dash Modified
By Rounded Lines
No longer is a "young
fashionable" (and this term
applies to every woman) confined ':0 one silhouette.. This
spring, the look is soft and
femini:J.e -- and there is a
fashion for everyone.
The look in coats for this
spring is variations on the
theme of
femininity..
The
colors are soft pink .. )reIlow.
beige. and white. Shaping of
the coat is [he lean or spare
look. following the natural
curves of a woman. Styles
are gemly tailored.
The fabrics are soft mohair.
linen, tweed, nubby wool, or
[he rradHional cashmere with
crepe linings and checks popular. Coats can be enha;lced
•
_
...... r:
with detachable lynx, fox or
y . ./ ) ~ .. ;-:..~......"::.~ ~4'
mink .. ReverCiible coats add a
~~- ~~"' bit of practicality which is
,flo"
•
.4',::", ~ 11<1 essential in any woman'~
a:;;'__
.:):"~ ",,~."",::~r
wardrobe. Ensembles of
~
,
.. ''l~.6t:s:-:
matching coat and shiH L~... ) . , '
. ~.. ' neath supply another Im. 1 ~II(, I/O\.'()(}\.' ~IU. IIf. ,W) r onant coordinate.

, -, i . .
&i
t

>

..

( I ( . . . r: FUN 1/. INII TO f.},\/) I
Coats and suits feature sil.'11.11111.'/\ 1I!-IlIiI/IUJIT houettes with high-rising

subtle shaping at the bodice-conversely. wi[~ pleats or soft

flares to indicate low movement. Interesting fabrics and
brignt, n(:w tones abound.
F~shion salutes the military
too .... and many coat:s and
suits have brass buttons.
epa111ers. or sleeve straps.
So.netlmes all three regimental effects appear. but
mal.lly. these embellishmen~s
art'! used with discretion for
a finer, more luxurious look.
According to the New York
Coat and Suit Association.
"Careful seaming is highlighted this season and at
every price level, good tailoring is emphasized .. ·'
Color is emph~.sized. roo..
Fresh and refreshing are the
true white, the oyster whiles,
the vivid golds. the brassy
yellows..... the blues that range
from '~skyU to aqua--and on
to bnght navy. The pastel and
kelly greens--and even a new
version of olive drab that has
a golden glow.. Pale pinks •
rose pinks, melon and shocking. Lipstick paints the (Own
red--and a new surge of violet
is welcomed by those who look
their best in these tones ..
Straight from the fashion
cemers of European designers
is that of the "drop waist"
and the low slung belt~d back:.
A touch of ti.e military can be
found in rows of b!"ass buttons
and the navy color.
Cape is a big influence not
only in itselfbutalsointailo'!"ing of coats. The c.1pe can be
long or shorr, for sport or for
evening. Coats have been designed with lowered yokes giving the cape effect .. Dolman
sleeves carry out the cape
shape in fashion.
Otller influences include the
easy Chanel look--collarless
and chic. rhe trim. slim,
notched-collar reefer. Blazers and skirts capture com-

TlIREE VARI~ TIONS OF TIlE SPRING WOK IN COA TS ARE
IW/lf.LEIJ RY COf.'IJS 1.)'\/).1 SUE fJAVIS (LEFT), 1./,\'/)·1
f'()J.t:r.IIW ClIf.'RYI . .'iTOR.II. TIlE COATS ARt: .·ILUI.IRI.t
-I T f(·1 Y·S. CIiUI.E"S !~V IJ CECILE'S RESPECTIVEI. Y.
pliments--as do full lengtb colors and fabrics go really
ca!",s--or cape effects on botb dramatic.
coats and suits.
Whether for day or evemng.
When belts appear. they are
usually behind-the-scenes. a[ work or pla~'. warmth or style,
a
coat is a necessity. This
the back. Multiple pockets of
all types are newsworthy as spring women have a lovely.
wide
selection to choose from
are bunons of every material,
shape
and almost every for any need.
quality. Fabrics are flattcr in Enler- Chelsea Collar
surface texture--focusing attcnti"l'1 or. cover(s. twills and
You'n be bearing a lot about
menswear worsteds (these are the "Chelsea Collar". Just
particularly good for reefers what is it? It's a product of
and
regimental
fashionsa) London. naturaHy. and a flatShetla.lds look new again-- tering affair. Characterized
as do soft, J1lonotone tweeds by a neckline that dips deeply
and novelty worsted.s . .
in a soft V. it is outlined by
Silhouettes are soft and a wide V-ripped lapel. It show~
supple--so be suce that your up oCten on coats and suits.

e~/L·
the. sea.son

of fa.shion

Styh'-wisf'

IIlt'ilfl .....

("h{lCl:-;il!~

)011r

Spring

f'u!"PfJ!blf' <I ..... a b!lsjc, 11<llau('f'd IInil
f';leh itf'nl complpmenting Ill(' tlf:u')" I. pro-

l(a lJ ~
J

vith· a pidllff' of stlldif'd, Lilt nnnrhabnt,
f'lq~u£J( I'.
\11(1 (111) \". /',111 .,-;n 1,1..... 'f'i"1I11:.:
fH'I~, )1111 ("hoo .... t' ( lothill.!.! that gi,,·,'s ~nu <I
-.;1\ h··\\ is,' look.

' 0 " ILLINOIS

The Ruth Church Shop
University Plaza. No.3
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Sample Styles Of Spring
Collections Jor the Coed
Carbondale Stores Are Now
Featuring These Fashions
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Coordinates
Remain Coed's
Big Standby
Coordinates remain as always, the college coed's
standby. Nothing can stretch
your fashion dollar quite like
it. and nothing is available
in such quantities in the Carbondale stores.
Blouses have been produced
to suit ev~y taste from the
femme falale TO the ingenue.
Taiored shins, especially
in thin stripes, are vpry popular. This year. they have remained feminine wirh the
smaller, more rou~ded collar.
and thl;'y are available in several colors.
For the opposHes of the
group, frankly feminine ruffled
blouses ar~ also being shown.
largely in whire, bur with some
exceptions.
The range In between is
great, espe'':ially for those
daring enough [Q try some of
the new boJd patterns and
prints.
Severely str=light skins
have pas~ed theIr zenith. This
year. the fuller A-line skirt
IS mo::'{ popular, with enough
vanatlons in sryling (0 SUit
most figures.
The wraparound skirt also carries on
lt~ tradition.
Jumpers, partlcLdarly the
shih shaped ones, are more
popular than eve..-. And [he
classic jumper wah white
C£L·Pl.' bloust.: is still a good
standby.

Iridesrcnce Enlers
Field of Fabrics
Iridescence, a most notable
word and look for spring,
means new drama for fabrics wit!1our partern. Crossdyes, compound colorings and
multi-color weaves are used
to add interest to suitings.

Mo«h 4, 1964
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Suits Set Pace In Colors, Fabrics
SUitS

take off in two main

direcrions for spring and both
end up at a destination called

"feminine.'"
One road follows the soft,
g,,'nrlc dpproach with subtle
sflaping of barely Hrted jackets
above sWingmg skIrts of flares
or pleals.
The other road is ea:sv with
styh.:s (hat rdax by. for ~xam
pil'. t..'ltmir.atlng jacket butwns
alto';L'th(·r and simply showing
off a ~oftly cowl-c..:ullart..'d
blouson )n a crepe or sheer.
Here the skirt may be penCil
sli m and perhaps in c nsp
pencil strip~s.
Either way, [he rotal effect
is the soft wuch.
Linen suits really play up
color and this fabric gets a
big play in many SUlt lines
(QO.

In choosing your suit for
spring you will want to take
several
things Into consideration..
First, of course, you will
W:1nt a suit that IS becor.1ing.
Then: is no need [Q be restric[Cd to ultra-conservative
lines If you want a "high
fashion" style as there are
always many varIations of one
dt'slgn.
Secondly, be sure you SI;.:lcct
a sut[ that fIts into your way
of lile. Ccnslder where you
will wear your SUIt most often,
and make your chOice accordingly.
Third, even if you are able
to meet all occasions, you
want each of those suits [Q
give you your money's worth
in fashIOnable wear.

Show oft In open-side dress shoesl
This is the season to show offl Choo••

Check the seams of
suit--if [he garment IS
lined, see that the seams
smoothly finished and
edges either turned back

the stitdled or bound with a bias
un- of linen fabric.
If the material contains a
the pattern such as plaid, make
and such the pattern matches at
seams~ along the collar and
pockets.
If the suit is lined, check
to see that the inner shell
fits the oute ~ garment smoothly with a slight ease or fullness
to allow for give and shrinkag '.
The fourth thing to look for
ip buying a suit is the comfort. Check sleev,.:£ and armholes to make sure they are
llOt too tight. Move about in
the garment and make sure
it gives with your ~,ody. Also,
if you will be wearing a heavy
blouse or sweater under the
jacket, try the jacket on with
such a garmenr.
Next. ask about [he care of
the suit. Most garments do
not need excessive care, but
norm.:l~ care does mean longer
and more satisfactory wear.
H's a good guess that [here
is ~1t least one carefully chosen
suit in the wardrobe of every
well dressed woman in tttl-'
I.:ountry, and rhe reason is
simple to understand. A suit
is smart and peat, and it jeprao::tically limitless in offerTIllS nSf.IIIiU C 1\ Ilt
ing possibilities for changes
F(li \ i l l f..4Y'.'.
of accessories.

a.le

r

these flattering leaa-shoe atylea . . . both
are op-an on two sides. Fresh. vibnnt
Spring colors that add zest to

EDlTll M. ELLES

every outfit. Come in today]

.f\

BRIDAL SHOP'!!,

As seen in Harper. Bazaar

FUTURE BRIDES

t..f.:¥t...

r':"I'VJ"~.' .. '.

J:

We invite you to look o,'Pr
our complete sf-Ie('tion of
•

W"ddinlf

(;OI,,"S

• V .. ils
• AI/emlrmt Dr" ....".
•
•

MothPT's Dr"s.e.
Hoops & Lingerie

• Cocktail tlr.....e"
and url'Pssories
CONSULT.~NT

SERVICE
LAYAWAY PLAN
210 S. ILL.

CARBONDALE

Carbom/Ill..

208 S, III.

157·7221

Herrin

102

"'I.

Pork Ave.

Wilson 2 - 579&

I
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Sportswear Stretches
:Imagination and Budget
S-t-r-e-t-c_h your imagination and you'll come up
with the best the spring of
'64 has to offer in the way
of sportswear for the college
coed.
As the biggest boom Since
the flapper dress, fashion
houses for New York: to CalIfornia have stretched their
fabncs for everything from

dresses, to slacks to jackets
and back to T-shirts.
The most accepted versions
here in Carbondale will be
stretch slacks and [Ops, although
dresses
are
occasionally available too.
No longer limited to wool
and
nylon
mixtures. the
stretch fabrics have invaded
the cotton, gabardine and pure
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Bare or Cover-Up, Swimsuits
Dive into Fashion Picture
Let's hope that the only
[Jars on the beach rhls spring
will be the riot of color-~nd that's one riot that IS bound
to be!
The new beach colors sizzle
hotter than the sun -- pinks
blazing against oran~e .•• lilac
mating wHh blue ••• yellow
splashed against Vivid reds.
PattBrns playa pan in th..:se
hot fashions, too. Checks cash
In on color played against
color and against other patterns such as strIpes or plaids.
Stripes draw a straight line
on the scC'ne in enormous
swaths of color, in a mixIng of fanrastic colors, In
shapmg up to form new patterns such as horizontals
agamst verticals with diagonals thrown in for good
measure!
~ Polka
dots are spotted
throughout beach-dam. as are
paisleys and plaids.
Floral and scroll patterns
done in braid or embrOidery
of brilhant hues against patterns or ocher glowing hues
really lIght up the sands.
This color riot splashes all
over swimsui[S, beach coverups. lounge ShiftS, smocks,
shirtdresses and capri outfits.
One or two piece suits are
oiren available in matching
sets, mcluding the SUit, a
beach jacket or dress, and
b>!ach bag. ""Beach shifts"
Shop with

are coming into theif own
this year.
If you can endure the eye
strain, '64 should provide a
colorful, Interesting scene on
the beach.

synthetic fields .. And no longer
are stretch fabrics limited to
solid colors--prints, stripes
and patterned materials are
also available.
For the fashion-wise. the
basic colors in sportswear
here in Carbondale will be red,
white and navy, but the selections are far from limited to
these three. Bright pinks,
blues. turqUOise, yellow. gold
and tile range in between have
taken a stand.
The A - hne wrap - around
skirt is . .·till popular, with
slight variations this year.
They are more shapely, and
fn:quently hned with a con[r£tSli ng fabric.
The culotte, which made
such a devastating come-back
recently. is again holding its
own, but in a more femimne
verSIOn this year. Designers
have added matching skirts
to many pairs or have given
more feminine pleating to the
fuller culorres without skirts.
F or the shons devotees.
models are being shown in TIlE FASI/ION R.!Gf; OF STNETCH SUCKS IS ,\fODELED HERE
several lengthS, the chOice
HY I.YNf),-i IHIIS. TOPI'f.D ~/TII.I HR/GIIT. HOLf) sn InN.
being left to your discretion
and figure. Knee lengths, ja- 11IE OITf'1T nWll ilUTIl (]f UN CII SIIOI' IS f.-lS/I/I),v-NI(;/IT.
maica lengths and even capri
lengths are available.
With the larger sele~tion
and more feminine appeal popular this year, sportswear
has become even more firmly entrenched in the basic
wardrobe of the American
woman.

Stripes Are 'In'
For Women And
Men This Year
Stripes are "in" for both
men and women this season
and the stripes for gals are
"'swipes" from the men.
What ktnd of stripes for
the ladies?
* Chalk. stripes
* Pencil s[npes
* Blazer stnpes
* Abstract stripes
* Pin stripes
* Stripes of ev,:'ry kind
imaginable!
Where will the stripes be
seen?

*

In coats for daytime

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH

* In busy-hour dresses

THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

... In suits, costumes
* In spor[swear, and even
swimsuits!

TrUf~ artistry is I'xpressed in thl' hrilliant
fashion styling of I''.-"I'ry Kj~f"psake diamond
t~ngagf'm"nt ring. Each sl'tting is a mast,~r
piece of dt~sign, TI!nt,cting tht~ full hrilliance
and bl~illlly of the C('ntef diamond
a
perrect gt!m of nitwit,s:; clarity, fine color
.anrl melicuiGllS modern cut.

The namt~. Ket~pSilkp.. in thf~ ring and on
the tag is your assurance of finj~ quality
and lasting s,ltisfaclion_ Your vpry pHsonal Ket!psakl~ diamond ring is awaiting
your spied ion at your Ke,~psake ]f1wf,lpr's
store. Find him in Ihl! Yf!1l0W pagl's. Prices
from $l(KJ to $2501l. Rings t~nlargt~d 10 show
tWilllly of detail (':')Trac!t'-m,uk rt'gislered.

.Bathing Suits
eSportswear
eOresses
eSuits

by

~ H-OW

To -PLAN· YOUR ENGAGEMENT ANO- WEDlIING;

!

Please send two new booklets, "How to PIon Your EngQgt"- .
1 ment and Wedding" and "ChOOSing Your Diomond RIngs,"
both for onl'o' 25c. Also send special offer of beautIful 44
page Bride"s Book.

Open
Mon_

till

The FAMOUS

(JAILY Er,YPTIAr-;'

312 S. III.
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Easter Bonnet Shopping
Made Easier This Year
Choosing your Easter bonnet, in fact all your spring
costume accessories this year
should be less of a chore as
the Carbondale stores have
considerately provided a
choice for many tastes.
Starting from the top, hats
have remained large here this
year [0 accommodate the bouffant hairstyles whIch remain
despite the national trend
against them.
Beige and navy remain as
spring fashion basics, and

7111> STRlld\(; (,OSt·lJf.IIO\S"lR.HfS Tllf "IV' SIIIJfS FOR ,I'I!I\(;

Jewelry Accents Needed for Soft Suits, Easy Shifts
"Soft" suits and e<lsy shifts

in modern classic design for
.spring "64" rely on jewelry

accents.
American and French de-

slgners agree that Chanel·s
interlocked initial pins are
conversatio!l jewels for understated cardigan jackets.
Lapels on cut-a.way suits and
coat

dresses

demand

a

favorite pin; scarfed necklines
and sashed waistlines call for
an "anchor" pin.
One important jeweled piece
sparks elegance and adds the

fe minine touch to railored, dots also require jewelry of
recognizable size.
uncluttered dress lines.
Large rings are also a popuSpring's bold patterns-flaTals, paisleys and abstract lar item for spring, soaring
prinrs--call for careful selec- to such popularity among
tion of jewelry. The size of women~ that they have pracbecome
a
status
a jeweled piece should be of tically
symbol.
large
eoough
scale
[0
They are available in such
be noticed as part of the
a wide variety of attractive
costume accent.
"Busyu fabrics tend to styles and design~. Fine karat
overshadow small, delicate gold rings range in form from
jewelry. Good size pins with handsome single stones in
textured surfaces don~t be- pronged settings to unusual
come .rlost " causes on acti ve combinations of stonesin large
primed fabrics. Checks and dome-shaped senings.

plenty of black and white are
available. But THE fashion
colors for the truly style conscious are pink and yellow.
Going along With the general
trend for more elegant and
more ff minine clothing~ hats
are being shown in fabrics
ranging
from fine straw
weaves to smomh silks.
Rough. mannish felts are definitely out:.
F or those who have adopted
the smoother, longer and more
natura] hairstyles, close fitting hats are available but 1n
smaller numbers.
Carrying on the theme of
softness in women's fashions,
purses this year are being
shown in the softest of
leathers~ whether they be a
natural smooth finish or a
brushed suede. Last year's
rage of patent leather continues~ this year being extended to cover a far wider
range of colors.
The sizes have remained
moderately large but not overbearing.
Some fabric covered purses
are still being shown, bUl there
is no great emphasis on them.

PICK A BOUQU ET

1~~looAm

Choose from
lovely & lively
selection.
~mart

Style. -

Ruffles
Tucks
Bows
Ties
Fresh Fabril's Whipped (:ream
Crepe
Collon
Dacron
by Ship'n Shore
Macshore
Lady Manhattan

I

220 S. III.

OPEN MON.

"nl'~

The color you choose could
be any onc of a dozen. but
the general rule of matchIng
it to your snoes is still prevalent. Red, pink, yellow. taupe,
beige, green and even orchid
are available.
At the bottom of the list,
shoes are still tapered, but
in a more moderated manner.
For dress shoes, the 2 lfich
height is still most popular,
but on the casual side, the
stacked heel is the year's
best bet.
For the more dressy occasion. bareness bas made a
come-back, with almost any
part of the shoe fair gamL.
Open sides. shanks, heels and
toes are being shown.
All colors are available.'
many in thepatent leather versions -- red.
blue, yellow.
green and pink.
Black pumps and flats remain, of course, perennial
favorites even weh into the
summer.

Roman Designers
Can't Decide
The Way To Go
In Rome the (rend for spring
is a big questionmark. Designers can't seem to make up
their minds which way to go.
Some like a slim, (rim~
often fitted look, while others
stress greater femininity with
pleats and panels in soft, airy
fabrics.
•
The outcome in Romanfasbions should be of interest for
women with spring in mind ..

Suit Fashions for Men
Turn Lighter, Brighter

Daily Egyptian
Fashion Supplement
Vol. 45
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What's right in men' s suits~
slacks and spans coats for
spring? Light! Colors will be
lighter ~ brighter and patterns
will be holder.
Grey will be the color leader ~ especially in the bluedgreys. Tans look newer in
taupe, putty and clay.
Iridescence, a new look for
spring, means new drama for
fabrics without pattern. Glenplaid is the only pattern that
will
be seen widely in
dressier fashions.
Texture shows up in mohair, slubbed weaves and in
the sponier styles it comes
through in linen, coarse sailcloth. denim and seersucker.
Slacks, too. turn toward the
lighter hues in greys, brown ..
olives and blues. There are
even some in light tones of
red and yelluw.
Ra~nwear moves away from
black to oyster. bone and the
taupe and clay shades. Olive
and grey mix in cross-dye
compounds.
Bright color and pattern
make a big splash in spons
coats. Stripes in all widths
are used alone or in combi-

nations everywhere. Madras
plaid is most important.
Giant houndstooth checks,
notably in black and white are
bound to be favored this
spring.
The Dacron look will be a

big one for 1964. Available in
most Carbondale men's stores
in various styles and colors,
it typifieS the lighter look
that will prevail this spring.
Red, from burgundy to pink~
shares top honors with green,
from willow to bottle green.
Navy continues followed by
royal and denim blues. Off

white to tans follow the lighter trend.
No single style in suits and
sports coats appears to be
favored this spring. The
standbys are :t1l good; it is
the fabric and color mar makes
it right for thi s spri ng.
Reversible vest jackets will
continue
their
popularity
aIDong the college group. On
one side the jacket matches
the suit, and on the othe r is
a contrast shade. By choosing
a Side. coordinate outfits caD
be made for dress or sport.

Men to Tread Softly This Year
The going will be easy
underfoot for the American
male thiS spring~ and he will
be easy going in [he new
light-wdght 1 e a [ her shoes.
Relaxed styling and featherlight leathers combine to bring
to both casual and dress fOOlwear p a fresh fashion approach, plus comfort and support he'll cherish every £ime
he slips into his shoes.
Most pODular in the casual

field. reports Shoe Fashion
Service of Leather Industries
of America, is the leather
moccaSin and its myriad variations, followed by leather
slipons, boots and kil[ies~
Phorographs
for
the
fashion supplement were
taken by Keith Haclcelman
and Larry Gregory.

SPRING FASHIONS
For Now!
The Light Look Is
The Right Look

15KIOIT "LlflJ SPOi;/ !ICKf.T fROII SOlIN'S.

Gentlemen, Prepare
For the Tailor's Pins
Gentlemen, you may as well
resign yourself to the fact if
you arc going to buy a new

sujt this spring, you are going
to have to stand srill for a fitring.
There are few

men

who

can't wear a ready-made suit,
but there is almost no man
:who can put one on off the
rack and have it fit exactly

right.
A sldt must fit properly,
roo, if it is to look well - no
matter how expensi ve [he garment.
In fact, fir is very
imporram if a suit is going to

enhance your appear:lnc€.
fjere are a few tips [Q keep
in mind as the tailor marks
the garmear for alterations:
1. The ja{.ker should allow
room for a slight variation in
your waistline from time to
time. but withollt appearing to
be too large.
2. The jdcker should
fit
snugly at the collar. shoulders. and armholes without
~binding. and should sUll allo'\'
-freedom of movement. (Swing
your arms about a bit [Q test
the feel and pull of the jacket).
3. Ahout 1/3 of the width of
your shirt collar should show
·above the jacket collar at the
back of the neck.
4. The length of the jacket
should be to the point where
the tip of the thumb can just
touch the outside seam of the
trouser leg when the arm
hangs down free at your side.
5. The shoulders and the
coa line frr;:m the neck downw~, rd should follow the body
.ILIC.

6. Sil.'cvl.'s should fir high
up

under

f[lfX'r

Abou{

the arm pH and
(0 (he cuff.
1/2 inch of the shin

I!.T~ldually

sleeve should show below the
jack.-.::t sleeve.
7. 1 rousers should fit snugly without looking tight. Watch
for bagging of the material
above the knee along the inside seam of the rrousen:;;.
8. Make sure the trousers
break just at the top of the
shoe without wrinkling.
If a suit appears too large
or small all over, tryon the
next size. even if you are trying a size that you have always worn. There is not a
standard size for all lines and
what is a 39 from one manufacturer may be a 40 from
another.
Here are a few mistakes that
men make when having a fitting - and they can be costly:
L Many men assume a
stance that they don't ordinarily have. Don't stand at
attention unless you always
stand that way.
2. Too often men win try
on the trousers Without a belt.
A belt will always take up a
slight slack in the wais~line
and will make a difference
even in the length of the trousers. It is wisest to use your
own belt, too.
3. Make sure that the belt
rests at the same point on your
waist that you ordinarily wear
it. Because trousers are usuaUy overly large around the
waist, many men hike them up
to take up the excess. Obviously this is a bad practice.
4. What man goes around
with empty JX)ckers? SO, WHEN
YOU TR Y ON A SUIT. TRANSFER THE CONTENTS OF
YOUR OWN SUIT POCKETS
TO THE SUIT YOU ARE TRY(ContinlJ<:'d on Page 21)

SPRING and SUMMER CLOTHING
for 1964 is the New Lighter
Brighter Look.
In new light weight fabrics
Dacron, Cotton, Modras, Seersucker
and Poplins
The Model

"TIS PERFECfLY NATURAL"

DRESS and SPORT
SHIRTS by
NEW SPRING IDEAS
BY
McGREGOR
VA.NIHe:use:~
MUNSINGWEAR
ROBLEE
evokes a feeling
PEDWiN
HUSH PUPPIES
FARAH
tfon
LEVIS
SHAPLEY
4.00 to 6.95
BENNETT of NEW
~IEN'S TOILETRIES
HAVEN
SPANISH MAI"I
BOTANY "500"
BAY RUM
BARCELONA ESQUIRE SOCKS
BRIAR
JADE EAST
\
RUGBY JACKETS
~
by SWANK
CLARKS
1.50
"...
&
,.
U.S. KEDS
LEONARD MACY
2.50
KUPPENHEIMER
lor lets ·e hour.> at home ot abroad
In bold. brush stroke Stripes

a IU:IIuriou5 cotton w"h all)/. light

backgrounds that bespeak a new
$eason. Fitted w,th our superb
b ...

down COllar. ThIS IS

'!II"lIrtmansrllp

~~M:LEY

206 S. ILLINOIS
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SPRING
PREVIEW
FASHIONS
01

SPORT COATS
Highest color tones,
Lightest of Fabrics

Girls VoiceTheirChoice
On Boys' Clothes Habits'
To discover how a girl feels appear 0PJX.lsirely dressed.

about her dates apparel when

uTf I felt it was necessary.
he calls, the Egyptian sends
roving reporters to question I'd mention what I plan to
samplings of the student body. wear. --I guess I"Il wear a
Here are some of the replies: dress and heels,--or I'll have
on slacks and tennlt;:s."
HI think they dress right.
All girls mentioned thaI the
For most occasions at Sill,
recent popularity of stacked
one sees students dressed in
heels
for girls has done more
c-.;eryrhing from grubbies to
to alleviate the problem of
the hilt."
"I wonder what he's wearing-"I don't think guys pay slacks or a suit and tie?'*
enough attention £0 clorhes. than any other item. No matter
In many C<l5eS when (hey dress what he's wearing, the girl
up it's nice. bur when they is usually safe in stacked
heels.
don'r--ugh!"

"On movie dares I like to
wear ht.'eis and would like
him to wear a coat an" ne.··
"I hate sweatshirts and
white ie",ris, especially if they
are too tight! Most fellows
know bener than to appear
for a date in these. but I
don'r even like [0 see [hem
in CI2,sS.·'

The girls feel it is no proba date what she
plans to wear so they will not

lem to tel1

$19.95 to
$49.95

Football
season
brings
some trying situations because of the wide \ ariety of
clothes worn to [he games.
Perhaps the worst faux pas
of all occurs when the girl
dressed for the football game
in a suit, heels and gloves
has her date appear in a
sweatshirt, tennies and no
socks and a cowbell slung
over his shoulders. Doubtless
to say, they Were late for the

game.

You name itWe've (Tot
it!
M
.DRESS SHIRTS
Stropes and button-down collar.
Shapley, Manhaltan

In 1000

Eagle and others

rainbow shades.

Itii

the newest in sport!" wear.

The perfect jacket for Spring.

OWALKING SHORTS
Madras.

t

tSl~/~

J.f!!:;~.-'

'> )1~J

,- rf/~T:,ll .Amow~~

.THE "WHALER"

In the new

r~ff-

U.i. L
•

ALPACA SWEATERS

_ _i

BEACH
JACKETS

[J·fI'/f) ~HIT ·INIJ TllOII-IS II If0: ·IRE: REWY FOR TilE COIliNG

''" 1'0\

Terry-cloth and Madras
With bell sleeves
In assorted colors

• SWEATERS
Nat;onallyadvertised
short sle~ve sweaters.

• BELTS
In the new Madras

link style

for your
convenience

use

OPEN
9 9

• MADRAS
Athletic Supporters

• SPORT SHIRTS
Madras. button-down

1.\ TJII-.IR \/·.11 /'1. II/) 'P(}NTU i If' I·RIJII 1111·..'<,lilllE· .'I/II/'.

And the Boys Get a Chance
For Opinions of Their Own
How do men students feel
about women" 8 fashions? This
question offered s eve r a I
males an opportunity to expr{'ss their u pN pceve~;'"
concerning female attire.
Most of the men students
3~reL'd that women's fashions
arc for the most part acceptable, but there arc cerrJ in
asp e c t s that need
attemion. John Pottorff, a
sophomore from Olney, III.,
putS it this way, uSki pams,
shon skirts and SW€:Jters are
quite acceptable for leisure
wear, but thE' whicc levis and
sweatshirts being worn by
gome coeds are il bit masculim.' anfj show poor taste."
"~:any of thE' girls get teo
carried away." commented
Terry C.ro::-s, a junior from
Moum Vcrnon. "r prefer the
[ raJ i r Il' n 31
conservative

up his opinion on fashions in
this simple statement. HKnee
socks just don't get it."

Many male students indicated
concern with the way
that girls dress for class.
Rich Bassett. a sophomore
from Glenview, Ill.. states,
"I feel that there should be
morc emphasis on classTovm
attire. Skirts and swearers
show a more conscientiOUS
attempt than do the slacks
and sweatshirts worn by some
coeds.··
t\long these same lines,
Skip ~avreau. a senior from
East St. Louis, feels th~t,
"[ ightning ~hould strike the
girl that steps outside With
curlers in her hair."

a

No

offem;€

&1 rIs!

These

fashion comments are made in

the

of constructive
sryl('s .•
critiCism. No resemblance to
Murdale Shopping Center
PaLiI Opll:1 Vecchia, a jun- person:::; living or dead is
L.._ _....;;..._....;;...__________...;.;.:.;;.:.:;.::;.::...;:.:.:..:.:::.:;.;.;.;,;;:..::.:.:.::.:.:.____-llOr from Phil.:.delphia, sums intended.
realm

t
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Campus Fashion Plates Don't Always Look Like the Models
Styles Generally Dictated by Costs
Rather Than Men's Magazines
Ha\e you ever wondered
what happens ro all of the
"latest" fashions that appear
in the men's fashion oriemed
magazines?
Thumb through any of these
magazines such as Esquire,
Playboy. or the like and you
will find page after page of
eJpgam, dapper, and dcboniar
males wearing the latest atrire (priced from $99.99 and
up), surrounded by a bevy of
voluptuous females, dnd sipping Scotch and Soda.
In contrast, take a walk
around campus sometime, [Q
the union, in the restaurants,
or rhe local beer halls, a.,d
take a gander at the male
"style seners" of SIU. Although ably dressed, they
hardly resemble the Esquire
and Playboy "Don Juans."'
You ask why? Many factors
enter into the purchase of
the typical male wardrobe.
The particular section of
the country from where one
comes had much to do with
:-lothes selections. Different
styles are characterized in
different sections of the coun-

try. This may be comributed Therefore, the buyer may be
in selection even
both the regional taste and limited
though he may have the necesthe climate.
sary
funds.
The student's pocket book
automatically places limitaNo doubt [hat the preceding
tions on his wardrobe. AI- factors naturally do not hold
'hough 'he $99.99 spor< coa' [rue in all cases, but for the
displayed in Esquire may be most
part.
the ~'fashion
a sight to behold, the pros- plates" on campus can hardly
pective buyer may be finan- resemble rheir Esquire and
cially forced to senle for the Playboy counterparts.
$40 sport coat sold "ex_
clusively"
at Slick Dan's
Clothing Man.
Another limiting facmr is
the distribution and invenmry
procedures of the local men's
stores. The clothier may not
be able m obtain certain
What's new?
The rugby
styles, or he may be hesitant shirr. Stolen from the backs
to buy srock that he thinks of profe.:::sional players, thiS
may be difficult to upush." shirt was o-riginally available
as a high-pricrd import. With
it popularity sweepingthe coun
try, it is now available in adaptations priced to fit any budget. The rugby influence is
Ties for the younger man being fel' in the styling of
are assuming a new shape sleepwear and swimwear too.
to

Designers Steal
The Rugby Shirt
For Popular Wear

Ties to Be Given
Broader Shapes

,his year. They will be broader with a general trend toward
rep stripes in brighter colors
than before.

Sh<lp wllh

DAILy Er.YPTtAN

spring's . ..
MAN ON CAlllPUS
,"

Catering excl'Mively to
COLLEGE AGE MEN.
Carbondale's lar{lpst
selection of
name brand
young men's wear.
H.I.S.
ENRO
fSQUlRE
PURITAN
VAN HEUSEN
ADLER
HICKOK
LEVIS
SWANK
TRU·VAL
ALLICATOR
ENGLISH LEATHER
PRINCE GARDNER
MASTERBILT STEMS
MUNSINGWEAR
REVERE
WEMBLEY
SUPERBA
WHALERS
REGAL
and many others

STORE FOR MEN
And Some Days They Even L(J(}k Like This

200 S. Illinois
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Transfer Students Evaluate

Coed Dress Comparison
How does the SIU coed compare with her counterpart~ at
other colleges and universities? Is she mOTf' careful~
more sloppy? These quescions
were a.<>kcd [0 an assoned

group on campus

to determine

just how our coeds rate.
One

transfer

this opinIOn;

student had

"1 think they

are definitely sloppier.
I
attended a smaller sC~lool
(Murray State) and can·( re-

member e\'er Seeif'll girls
attend classes in slacks much less cutoffs andasweat-

shirt!
Another problem is
just pla;n lack of care. Many
girls ha ve 'fOO long' hair or

don't

comb H at aiL

The

girls here are less conservati ve both in fashlOn dod make-

up

than at Murray.

Here,

one see:.; extremes al1d up-

We

O!5~

carr ... Merle :"lorman Cosmetics

J!ARSIT}~

HAIR FASHIONS
414 S. 1'1.

JllJI[)) !
Adore the core.free
of this per'inent
plaid!
65% Dacron, 35% coHon
it never needs

to know

tin

iron!

Del;ghtlully
detailed,
done with
o dash!

Roll Sleeve Shirt, $5.98
Knee Ponts, $5.98

to - the - minute
f.;Ids
and
fashions more often."
Another transfer s[Udem,
[his rime from Ventura Colk'ge In California, had this
opinion: "I think both schools
compare equally in fashionmindedncss.
I'he main difference is that I don't remember seeing any .slacks in class
at Ventura and ocrasionaHy
one sees that here. However.
it seems thar most girls look
a linlt: marc "dressed-up"
for classes at SIU than in
California. It may just seem
that way because of the difference in climates. though."
Two male opinions wer~
phrased this way:
"The girls dress sexier ;<1[
Southern. >J said Don Us born,
a senior f...-om Palos Hills,
ilL. and a transfer student
from Augustana College.
Bernie Sullivan. a senior
from Springfield and a transfer from Springfield Junior
Coliege, say~~
"The girls
at Southern seem to keep with
the latest styles more than
they did at Springfield."
From Belleville JuniorCollege, Lavona Shea thinks:
uThe girls tend [Q dress more
collegiate here at Southern.
They wear sweatsocks and
tennis shoes more at Belleville than they do here~ and
rarely ever did you see a
girl with knee secks. Loafers
and stacked heel'" were not 3S
popular at Belleville. bur most
dates demami
that a girl
wear hee1s. One the whole,
I would say that the girls are
more clothes conscious here
than at Belleville."

TIllS CRISP-·IS-SPRING SUIT JIODELW RY .IIERLE ST.·IIILRERG
IS F/:··ITlREIJ ·IT CECILE'S. TIff; R()~ TIE /,\"O ROI'.\[JI::IJ
CUI.LIR OF Tiff: RUIlIS!:" EIIPI/·ISIZE TIIf; FEIII,\n£

UJi '" FUR '61.
And from Joliet Junior College. Judy Crackel thinks:
"Girls at Joliet never wore
slacks to classes and most
ohen were dressed in flats.
Girls did not wear loafers
and stacked heels like (hey do
here.
However. neither ctid
they wear bobby socks and
tennis shoes.
Hairdo's are
much more elaborate here
at Southern than at Joliet Jun-

rS ilOh h.,,,

(No' Shown)
Slim Skirt, .$6.50

IF . .

~U/l'r~

Cobin Soy Ponts, $6.50
Jvmoico Shorts $5.00

TODDLERS
Girls -

rtjlltfj ~

INFANTS

coats
dresses
pinafores

Girls -

hots
gloves
purses

ALSO 3·6. & 7·12
We c-orry our

own

chofo;e accounts.

Boys -

Boys -

suits

t\

Open Monday 'till ~:30

cops
in tailored styles

ties

CONFIRMATION ATTIRE
Glfho - white dressc-s
with aC(;;~5sarie5.

Boys - suils of
solid ..... hlfe or bllo:.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF EASTER TOYS

~*"
203 E. Main

suits
top coots

top coots
dress shirts

McGINNIS

coats
bonnets
dresses
pinafores
in pretty pastels

TOTS 'N TEENS
Carbondole

~O!, "'". \1"n" ,.

ior College.
Kenzie Thompson, a sophomore transle r student from
the University of Illinois says:
"The girls here dress jus~
like the girls at the University of Illinois. The only dif- •
ference T can See is, that they
Wear less in the warmer weather. The girls at U of I can't
wear shorts to class."
A transfer student from
Western Illinois University
agreed that the coeds here
seem to be #in there" when it
comes to fashion. Jerry Westwood also added an op{nion on
the casual dress. HTi:;e girls
ar Western aren't allowed to
wear sweatshirts or slacks
to class. It's against university policy."
U

Commenting on the hair of
coeds. Westwood added. "The
only other thinl'. I can find that
Ls different is that no girl at
Western is allowed to attend
class with her hair in curlers.
I've seen girls wHh their hair
in curlers here. any number
of times. It may be because
they want (0 look good f(JY
something else. bur they sure
look oorrid at fhe tjme:~
Perhaps these opinions will
aid theSrudenr Council the nex{
time ir djs.cusse~ policy on
student dress here.

Ascots Get Bright...
For Paisley Prints
. \ ...;cors :lre becomin~ popuI3r with young men. Bright
colors gee a big pLl) here in
::Iassic paisleyZ', gcomL'tlic
prints. and nu"\cltlt'-".
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•
Sportswear
,Knits Run Rampant .n
Sea Going • Landlubbers'
Turn to Nautical Look
Sport

shirts

in

bmh

the

cut-and-sewn and knit types

will be your daytime standbys this spring.
NatuT.J.l-shoulder devotees
will go for button - downcollar models in the wovens
and simple classic cons(ructions in the knits. In rhlS
category look for added emphasis on stripes as well as
on [he rugged uwork shirt'"
look with bold stitching on
solid fabrics.
Men who prefer the imaginative HC 0 n t e m p 0 r a r y"
styles will find news in flyfront shirt constructions [hat
-give a 4'cle',lO" tailored look
~w
the woven shirts. Also
many engineered fabrics with
the desi~n confined to a single

The nautical look is bigger
than ever and leans more to
authentic designs and fabrics.

The shIns, jackets, parkds
and sailing shorr!; are as
practical for the yachtsman
section of the shirt will taKc as [hey arc good looking for
their place in men 7 s sports- the landlubber.
wear.
Sport jackets will field a
Iridescent cQlors 7 silk-like whole neW breed of lighttextures and both bright and weights that range from bIgger
pastel shades with regular or and holder India Madras, [()
Continental-type collars are a wide assortment of colors,
some other ideas for spring. stripes. and plaids in seerIn knits, color and pattern sucker.
run riot. Panels of fancy
Th(.rt..' will also be a new
stitches. both horizontal and denim look; with lightweight
vertical stripes with button- wools
in crinkly crepes;
fronts as well as pullovers. sporty blends of polyester <ind
mark the knits in the styled- worsted yarns; and a wide
up ranges.

array of colors and patterns in both fabric and pattern. continu(' to gain Jct:ep"ancl". Othtr
the growin?: linen look.
fabrics
include
luxuriOUS
In blazers, everything from silks, waghwear::.. and a branc
the original flannels to new new
categorY -- stretch
fedcherweighrs. and In colors fabrics. Thee latter. in addition
from the deepest black and to the obvious comfort f?ctor,
navys to the off-whites.
provide excellent press reCoordinated sport jackets tention and wrinkle-::;hedlling
and slacks, color keyed in propcnies,

1l1l1l/IU'

Hrillimln:-

"Colltour

ilJ:"pirpr/ b.-" th,..

How to Get Ready

For Tailor's Pins
(Continued from Page 17)
IN(, O~>.i.

be

o

rhlS W;JY bul~l.·s

can

L'llr"!'ll nared.

TilE

rhere are also J few paims
worrh noring as far as Judging
"he qUdlity of [he suit:
I.
Does
[he
material
wrinkle easily?
Test i[ by
crumpling a handful. It should
spring back into shape without
any wrinkles.
2. If there is a parrern in
the suit .. make sure ir matches
at the back seam. coat pock·3'ts, coilar and jacke£ front.
3. Sleeves should hang naturally and be shaped and rolled
without
any pressed-in
creases.
4. Stitching ; n seams and
around buu0n holes should be
closely spaced and inconspicuous.

By

nON'S
102 Sout" Illinois Av.!nue.

~;oClj~~~ ~~

brighter
plaid

But also remember that a
tailor can't work miracles.
Som'! aherations are impossible, so if you want your suit
to fit in a certain way and
the tailor says it can"t be done,
don"( buy the suit.
The last thing to do to make
sure you 7 ve gotten a good fit
is to try the suit on after altterations, before you leave the
·store.
Stand. sit. walk and
bend in it. If all looks good 7

, ~~:nn:s"~U~~~;:'~I~~~ e~Jfi :,n~
ready~made

rI

price!

sport C~

coalS'

KNIT SIIlRTS fUIIP INTO Tiff; 11A,~·.\ ~ ·IR/J/iOllf; WITIIIWTTo.·\
F/iIJSTS ,IS ~ fl.l. IS TIIf CLI.NC I'II.I./JI f;/iS

A new volume for the student of
.

DIANA

-

\
Tf}'YYI:f!nce lanaua(Jes
~

~~did~ f~~~ras

~

I

I

1
II

Imagination
It's wondertul.
See Imagination
reflected In our
brighter toned plaid
sport coats
sparked by cal DrS
of the Ca:lbbean
Biended of Dacron
Polyester and cotton
to keep you cool
and Crlsp·looklng and
hllored In the
-

natural shoulder
manner for the

~RROW~

young·Jn bUild

From the region made famous in
history and poclry ARROW
brings this distinctive shirting
... Khyber Cloth. Woven
on native luoms and
dyed "ith the incomparable vegetable
madder hues, it is tailored in our own im-

pCC:':lhlc ivy ~tylingo
Here IS a sport shirt
~'or your wardrobe

that because of its
Jj ..,tlngui~hed appCJr~lncc

might end

up h..:i~g your

~a\'nnt\: (If th~m ~tll.

$7.95

Just Off Campus
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What to Wear Puzzles SIU Coeds!,
So They Generally Follow the Crowd

Middle Way
Sportswear to
Give a Choice
The
marvelous middleground of sportswear that so
many men have waited GO long
for is now here. No longer
must a man choose from either
a for-sports-only outlit Qf
from styles that would never
let him be anything but a spectator.
Now sportswear looks like
ies made for Sitting back and
relaxing, but it's made for activity. Shins, for example,
are often worn untucked (the
bottoms are finished off jacket-sryle). They look smart.
yet offer freedom of action.
Stretch fabrics show up in
slacks, and shirts and jackets,
too, giving a man comfort, not
right fit.
In knit shins, action is the
k.eynote. The important styles
are Rugbys, Henleys, tennis
and footbaH jerseys. Sweaters
are in for spring up to tbe
warmest days. They are knit
of lighter yarns, and many
have soon (above the elbow)
sleeves that makes swinging a
golf club easier.
Walking shorts become an
extension of surfer trunks, and
what could be more active than
skimming on a board over the

\.~

\

.".
,~

l.INDA D.IVIS SI10WS OFF FlNf
SUIT fl/(jll RUm t:/!I'RW SI/UI'.
rolling sea! Madras p1aidis
the pattern here.
The man who wants to look
like an athlete, but would rather do nothing more strenuous
than move a chessman, can be
happy this year in the new
sportswear.

A dimly lighted room, soft
music, a continuous tinkling
of ice being dropped into
glasses, the clicking of heels
and the swishing of skirts
as a lovely arrayed female
Classes the room. and a constam buzz of conversation
equals one cocktail party. The
scene is like one our of
UVogue." the men in their
nicest suits and the women
in exquisite dresses.
In walk Miss Black Suede
Jacket and her escort Danny
Blue Jeans. Both are completely our of place. and the
pleasam atmosphere of the
party has been momemarily
ime rru pted.
How do girls know what
to wear on a date? Etiquette
leaves this up the fellow. The
conSiderate date win ten his
girl what to wear, or at least
what type of an affair they
will be attending.
There are the standard
rules of thumb which a girl
may take into consideration
in decidinjl what to wear. It
is better to be overdressed
than underdressed~ Slacks are
acceptable only at beach parties or very casual affairs.

THE
DACRON
QUIET!

LOOK

Everyone "'no~, hIm, He's
a standout at Ihc cluh,
Alwayo; poillc. al\\-a~,

alert, alway!o. impcccahly
drc:..'1cu b} Cnckctccr.
-r od;:IY he wear' a

FOR

'1purtcO:l1 of 5 -; '/i Dacron '!
and 45% wool called
Charter Cloth in the new
lIghter color.. , hUI <'Ilhuueu.
Handsome, I~n'! he?

"64 II

THl:: YOUNG MAN

TO CRICKETEER

COME IN AND SEE ALL OF THE

LATEST
SPRING
FASHIONS
WALKER'S

UNIVERSITY
SHOP
Where the

ICRR Crosses W. Jackson

dressed. Alas, embarrassment is aVOided.
A -:.oed's "What to wear?"
problem is further complicated by tne clothes she has
clean, how many times her
date has seen dIis outfit before and what she can borrow from her friends. What
musr tIP really fun for rhe
boys though. is when they see
ren different 2:irls wear the
same outiit
and
try to
figure out to whom it belongs.

.Leather Look Adds
Romantic Touch
Leather is riding into spring
on fashion's newest wave. -the roman;:ic look.
Light as an April breeze,
but warm enough for the mOEo[
blustery spring day, prNty
leather apparel will travel
the season right up co the hot
months.
Leather will show up in
new coats, skirts, shifts, hats,
and even bermuda shorrs.
It will show up in the resort collections of America's
leading fashion designers. and
in prices to fit every pocketiJ<,ak.

Nonconformists Set Fashion
Trends All Their Own

CHARTER CLOTH

YOUNG MAN WITH
NATURAL GOOD TASTE
AT PLAY

Skirts and sweaters are "in u
for mo. ies, and dresses and
heels are a must for concerts. cocktail panies. dances
and the like. With the innovation of stacked heels, a
girl in doubt may compromise
between heels and flats.
But not all dates consider
the problems of a clothes
conscious coed who like [0 feel
comfortable in a group. Failing to give her a him on what
to wear may cause her unneeded embarrassment.
Girls. de'dous as they are,
have come up with a few
little tricks to a,oid the embarrassment of being improperly dressed for the occasion. She can always compare nQ[es with her friends
on what they are wearing •
Many a'1 uninformed girl will
wait patiently at the window
watching for her date to come
up the sidewalk in order to
see what he is wearing. Sometimes, however, she will have
to resort to sending her roommate downstairs to tell her
date that she will be a little
late. Actually, this is just a
little technique to learn how
the
unsuspecting male is

e'l'culivc>; on Ihc \\-,IY up
!hc~ Vooouldn't he caught
Wl::.0Ut the ne\\- color>; hy
('rick.l't~C'r I.lghter,
hri!!hlCr, ~oungt:r in feci
Ihe new fa,hion ,uit look
Ih.!! i"n'l a ChOI\,;c. nUl a
[lCl"C"'\lI~, Set: It In

Crrd.. c!ccr Unl\:cr~lty
(];lCfon" .lOti \\()r ... ll'd.

UNIVERSITY DACRON/WORSTED

There are some on every
campus or communityW'10 will
never" conform" to the latest
trends in fashion, or even recent ones. A mong the most
prominent in this group is
the college professor.
For instance. have you eVer
noticed your chemistry instructor? You can sPO[ him
every time ••• a jacket with prewar lapels, probably left over
from the Campus Chest's
drl ve of 194! ~ slacks that don~t
match his socks (socks are
supposed to match the slacks;)
and one of those wild multIcolored ties which are generally wide enough to form a
harnack in a pinch.
His hair is usually uncombed to give you the Impression that he's been working in the lab all day--and
that's the reason he hasn"t
had time to prepare his lecture. Too bad .about finals
next week.
To top off his wardrobe
you wiil nat!ce ~hat the bottoms of his trousers make
the Navy's bellbottoms look
~ike tapers. Except [he Navy s
nave a purpose~
Watch for this profu.you'll
see him in lab.
Some of you might be
familiar with anmher sect on
campus--combat boots, hunting jacket ••• guess who?
And then there's the grad
assistant. Trying to play the
role of [he big professor, he's
not sure how co go about it.
The transHion from a cool,
COllegiate man-about-campus
is a difficult one. He csually
isn't sure whether he should
wear his oldest suit. plain
spons clothes or his white
levis.
Maybe the University would
be kind enough ro provide him
with a dark sport coat complete with chalk marks. His
decision is, indeed. a difficult one.
The most obvious nonconformists are, of course,
in the H artsy craftsy" departments. Even if you wear
sun glasses over your con2

tacts,

you

ca~~t

miss this

group of profs.

They are characterized b:bushy beard.s (if it's male)
or wild c.onglomerations of
makeup (if its female) with
shades (sunglasses, man) to
match. Hairwise, the Searles
have nothing on this group.
Tight
slacks
or baggy
slacks, it seems [0 make no
difference, but it must be
either one or the other. Offsize sweatshirts and T-shirts
are also popular, ranging from
plain colors to the later modeJ
UBeethovens·'.
Colo_
schemes are arbitrary.
Footwear? Usually none, or
thongs. In the colder months,
however, shoes are worn. But
spring is coming (without
shoes.) and much [0 everybody's relief. fresh air WilI
be flow ing freely.
Yet
another
group
of
fashionle!';s
minded people
roam our campus. They can
be sponed instantly because
they all look alike. They are
dressed in blue. They are
dre~:;cd ~!t~ ~ ~Qok of authority. These men have been
dressed 'in hlllP
f ..... ,.. .........
.., , ..... _,___ ._4
time. See their shiny bars?
Apparently the men in Air
Fot"ce blue never see themselves as others see them,
or [hey would picket [he
president's office [0 protest
this triteness!
I think: everyone has his
stereotypes; these are a fe\14
of mine. No nasty letters,
please!
~

White Collar Girl
Makes Spring Hit
The white collar girl look
returns. Many new dresses
will feature white collars,
and many jumpers and suits
will be played up with white
blouses sporting exciting collars. One of the favorites
will be big round puritan in-

:~~fer~~N~;. of a Peter Pa~
5h"p Wllh

,)AIL\'
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Beatles Inspire Flop- Top-Mop- Top
U First
there is the Oliver.
AOOllt five years .::tgo a singing groupcaUed the Playm~tes This has a sheepdog look with
put out a record which de· all the hair combed forward
scribed love as "five feet of and t!1ere ure spinwheels on
heaven in a pony tail that the side.
uThe French twist is just
sways with a wiggle when she
walks:' Well. we still have what the name implies. The
the wiggle and the walk l_'_ hair is twisted to the back
you would have more success and folded to the sides.
hunting elephants in Old Main
HOne that is vet y popular
than trying to find a coed with right now/' Diane explained.
her hair in a pony tail.
''is the tcp bun, which has
If you eVt;r see a girl throw the hair brushed up and around
up her arms iii frustration and th~ :op.
shriek. "II can't do a thing
"The European is a halfwith my hair!". don"t you part in the middle with [he
hair hanging straight down
slightly slipped under at the
bottom."
I
Those are perhaps the moS[
popular hairstyles Oil campus
right now. However. there are
a!\aays new ones on [he way.
Being a nation influenced by
crazes and fads, it is no
doubt that llne of the up-andcoming hairdos is known as
the "flop-top-mop-top" and
is inspired by nOnf.' other than
that
furry
foursome, the
Bearles.
Look for .::urls ahead in
spring haIrstyles for 1964.
Hair hac, been followin~ a
straight line for sevE:ral seabeltl":\,.' h,.:". TodJ'r's f;:shiDn- sons now, bur (he pre<.!irrion
able cUlffurcs are vaned and for spring is for curl, acversatile
1n
style. Diane cording to rop hair styli!:HS
Hasse. a sophomore major- in New York and Paris.
ing in cosmetology at VTI
W3.ves are wide and shauesc ribed a few of them.
dowy. sugge.'aions rather than

Do Campus Leaders
Set Fashion Trends?
Fashion changes in our
fast-paced world don't come
about by themselves. Designers couldn't wait for a manor
woman to tire of their presem
..: lathes before deciding they
Want something new. Rut who
gIves this push to thf..' clothesbuying public?
Who starts
fashions trends moving? Are
then..' fashion leaders here on
cJmpus?
rhe generai concensus of
opinion seems to be tklt fashion 1:rE.·nds "tart in the fashion
magJzines. ar~ picked up by
the srores, are tried our by a
few ad\'enturous coeds and
~r .Jdual!y filter their way down
to the ~eneral campus public.
A Madison, Ill.. junior, Cis
j\~arkuly commented. "! think

thl..' stores generally start [he
trends here. Then you warch
for a girl in your living area
to buy something."
Mary Ann Outc£;ulr, a sophomore from Manoon, repli!""'d,
"Fashion m..lgazines give you
ideas.
Then I look at the
calors of J f3shion 3nd how
it firs."
Dinah Buckley, an Argenra,
111., sophomore, voiced the
opinion that there .Ire no real
faRhion lei.lders on campus. In
choosing for herself. she
thir.ks, "I generally pick by
how it looks on me."
r jnda Van Hoorebeke, adde(i
"I look af the ma 6 azincs, [hen
see what the stores have, then
try it on to see how it looks
on me."

A STORE IS KNOWN FOR
THE COMPANY IT KEEPS
at SAND Y'S you will
find the latest styles by
Girls
F",lflll'" .~ ( n nm
IJI·f,.,·m
P!'r{(·.··i"fI
"('lilf'

Infant's
l.artrr' ...
Fml'l/ Fu ... hi(Jl/o;
Tflt!(!!r TyAf'

'
I

Boy's

N'I/"I"~'-'/

definite TIpples on [he scene.
Cuds are soft and fuH, with

r.hat they are all drenched in
20th century cement known as
J.S much curve as curl. Only
spray net. The women like it
{he ends of [he hair are curled, because i[ keeps their hair
and frequently [his is a fin- in place all da y and add s a
ishing touch to the top of lustrous look.
an up 'do.
Men seem to take a somewhat different opinione One
exasperated fellow who wishes
[0 remain anonymous for obvious reasons. told his sad
tale:
HI was at a dance with my
girl and every time a slow
number was played, I almost
broke my nose on her hair / '

Spring is just around
the corner
With the ct:anging [rend to
more curl, every woman now
has an opportunity to chooF;e
a becoming hair style with
as much or as little curl as
she wants. To help her achieve
it, there are now home waves
for every hair style from
~mooth and silky to sculptured cun/es. or for real,
rounded curls.
The page boy with bangs
will be seen often where hair
styles are showfl this spring.
Watch, too, for longer bo~s
with a straight, f:hapcd look.
Most styles will feature a
rounded fullness of height that
begins at thc crown and curves
sofrly down to ttle nape of the
neck. It'~' all a part of fashion's theme of easy elegance
and a softer feminine look.
What goes in to the making.
of an auractive head of ~air?
Some hairdos require extensive teasing, others need to
be t!!'lted a bit. One thing that
they all have in common is

'~

.r

The NEW
"DANDY" Look!
Come in and
let ur. give you
a new Spring

hair style that
will flatter
YOU.
Appointments

Owner,

Ritho Matthews

or walk-in.

S - 4 p_m_

Carol Allen
Mary Jo Walker

N;ghtly by
appointment

C.,nna White
Marie iHllic.;rd

4-Bp_m_
Phone 549 - 1021

Murdale Hair Fashions

YOU, too, can have

.~;>~ BF\UTIFUL SWEATERS...
Learn 10 knit! We have
every type aJ sweater
Jor the callege .tudent
Jrom Southern llli_i.'
most JtUcinating & Jinnt
knitting center.

11," 11/1

Ilftl,

Rllff,

(rINfr',

Shoes
I l,n

Style & Quality at Prices
That Will Please YOU

,

S of Murdale

He,""IO
,\1
!oIr". 'oJ.,n \1.'····.1

